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MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a desire to perpetuate
their cultural heritage. Although many early immigrants wanted to
blend into American society and did not emphasize their cultural
traditions, succeeding generations of Americans of Danish and
other ethnic descent have recently discovered an interest in their
intellectual, cultural and social heritage.
DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity to participate
in two cultures. However, because of a rapid blending into
American society, few enjoy the completeness of this dual heritage
of Danish and American traditions. Fortunately, many individuals
are now discovering that their interest in Danish culture is shared
by others.
THE DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY was established
in 1977 to explore and record the history of Danish immigrants - a
history reflecting the ideals, strengths and traditions they brought
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Danish cultural contribution and to preserving it for future
generations.
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The Danish Immigrant
by SIGNENIELSENBETSINGER
INTRODUCTION
In 1979 I had the opportunity to travel with a group to
China where I had the good fortune to visit Tachai, a model
agricultural commune. Up until the mid-1940s, generations
of the inhabitants in this area had been impoverished. They
had lived in caves in hills. Their crops had been destroyed
over and over by drought, flooding, insects, and hailstorms.
In 1945 land reform was insituted and the peasants set up the
first mutual aid team in China. By 1953 they had a ten-year
plan for reclaiming the land and building new homes. Just
when the plan was finished in 1963, a catastrophic flood
destroyed their terraces and 97 percent of their housing.
They did not give up - they began resetting the fallen
cornstalks by day and rebuilding their houses by night. By
the time I was in Tachai, the terraces were producing
remarkable yields (200 bushels of corn per acre) and the
people were once again in comfortable homes. But in the
middle of the commune was a hill, a piece of land left in its
original condition, with holes that led to the caves where the
people had lived previously. The Chinese told us that this
hill was purposely preserved so that their young people
might "know the way it was. "
Since the early 1800s, Danish immigrants have experienced hardships similar to the Chinese. They too have seen
their crops destroyed by drought, flooding, insects, and hailstorms. In addition, they have seen their nation's economy
teeter, the banks fail, their businesses · go under, and
countless hopes and dreams shattered. And just as the
Chinese, they have not given up, they have rebuilt.
It is human nature to want to feel some continuity to life
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- to sense that one can contribute something that can be of
use to the next generation - a language, a belief, an object, a
story, a song. By being able to pass on a piece of ourselves,
we capture some immortality; we find a purpose for being.
Danish Americans have ideas similar to those of the
Chinese. One of the reasons that we are establishing the
Danish Immigrant Museum is precisely the same as why the
people of Tachai left that hill standing - so that our children
can "know the way it was." The hill was their museum. Ours
will be of bricks and mortar, but the purpose is basically the
same. We want to preserve our material culture because it is
a way of communicating the essence of life in the past. From
our own experiences we know that in trying to comprehend
something complex, if we can see a picture or a real object
related to it, we can understand more clearly. This is one of
the reasons that museums have come to be - because
someone or some group felt the need to tell a story in a visual
way. I am delighted to have this opportunity to tell you
about the new Danish Immigrant Museum - which will help
us to understand the past and to share our rich heritage with
coming generations - our own, who are of a Danish
descent, and others as well.
Establishment of the Danish Immigrant Archival and
Museum Center Community
Back in 1898, a man named C. J. Madsen wrote in the
newspaper, Dannevirke: "I arenes L0b, medens jeg har
samlet pa naturhistorisk og ethnologisk Materiale med den
tanke til Baggrund, en gang at fa grundlagt et Museum for
Danskerne i Amerika, er der mange omkring i Landet sa vel
som hjemme i vort F~dreland, der Tid efter anden har
skrevet til mig, at de havde nogle Sager liggende, som de
vilde sende mig ved 'f0rste Lejlighed'. " 1
I shall translate:
"In the passing years, while I have collected natural
history and ethnological materials with this thought in mind
that I would establish a museum for Danes in America, there
have been many around this country as well as at home in
our fatherland, who time and again have written to me, that
-6-

they have some 'things' lying around that they wanted to
send me at the first opportunity.
This museum never came to be. For almost a hundred
years this idea lay dormant. Then in 1980, Norman Bansen
and Richard Jorgensen from Dana College approached the
President of the Danish American Heritage Society, Arnold
Bodtker, to ask if the Society would appoint a committee to
consider the establishment of a Danish American Archival
and Museum Center. The eight members of the Danish
American Heritage Society (DAHS) delegation at the
Scandinavian Immigration Conference at Luther College in
October, 1979 was designated as the committee was given
the following charges:
1. To explore and commit to writing the goals and objectives of the museum.
2. To examine sources of financial support.
3. To examine possible locations for the museum.
4. To propose a formal and permanent membership
structure.
It became clear to the committee that central archives
should not be developed. Archival material pertaining to
Danish immigrants is already housed in numerous places;
moreover the Danish Immigrant Archival Listing, (DIAL),
directed by Thorvald Hansen at Grand View College, serves
as an excellent source of information for locating this
material. In reporting to the DAHS, the committee
concluded that a museum was long overdue and that the
Danish Americans should establish one soon, if the
important items of material culture were to be preserved.
This should be a national museum for all Danish Americans,
one that is independent and not affiliated with any social,
religious, or political group. The committee also recommended that the museum should be near an institution
of higher learning where there is a strong emphasis on
Scandinavian Studies, that it be near a metropolitan area,
easily accessible by public transportation, and that it be in
the proximity of a strong, active ethnic community. Two
locations were identified: The Minneapolis / St. Paul area and
the Elk Horn/Kimballton area in Iowa, which as we all know
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is not far from Des Moines and Omaha. The committee
further recommended that the original committee be
dissolved because it had completed its charge and that a new
committee be formed with broad representation from Dana
College, Grand View College, the Danish American Heritage
Society, the Danish Brotherhood, the Danish-American
Press, Danish Baptists, the Danish Interest Conference,
Danish Methodists and other smaller denominations, the
Utah Danish community, and representatives from business.
The Danish Immigrant Museum Committee
A new committee entitled the Danish Immigrant
Museum Committee was formed and the new committee
members were Norman C. Bansen, Professor Dana College;
Diane Doyle, Director Fraternal Service, The Danish
Brotherhood in America; Dr . Otto G. Hoiberg, Professor
Emeritus, University of Nebraska; The Reverend Thorvald
Hansen, Director, Danish Immigrant Archival Listing,
Grand View College; Dr. Harald R. Jensen, Professor
Emeritus, University of Minnesota; the Honorable Hans T.
Nielsen, Consul of Denmark, Royal Danish Consulate,
Denver,
Colorado;
John Mark Nielsen, Instructor,
Coordinator, Teaching/Learning Center, Dana College; Dr.
Donald K. Watkins, Professor, University of Kansas, and
Dr. Signe T. Nielsen Betsinger, Professor, University of
Minnesota.
This new committee soon became aware of the
tremendous
interest
in the museum
in the Elk
Horn/Kimballton area. Letters poured in from the elderly,
from school children, from those whose parents and grandparents had immigrated, from businesses, and from
historical societies. Because of this response, the committee
decided to hold a meeting on February 12, 1983 in the Elk
Horn-Kimballton
community.
Upon our arrival, the
committee received a wonderful
welcome by Kjer
Christensen, the Mayor of Kimballton and Lanny Jacobsen,
the Mayor of Elk Horn. Stars and Stripes and Dannebrog
were flying and signs in store windows greeted us. Despite
the cold winter weather, 500 people turned up for the
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meeting at the Elk Horn-Kimballton community school - it
was standing room only. Chairs had to be set up behind the
stage and people were standing in the hall. Terry E.
Branstad, the Governor of Iowa was there to speak in
support of the museum, as were Paul Comer, Director of the
Iowa Tourism and Travel Division, and Ronald C. Powers,
Associate Director of the Cooperative Extension Service at
Ames, Iowa. Bertha Andersen led the singing of "the Star
Spangled Banner" and "Der Er Et Yndigt Land" while
Dorothy Mortensen accompanied us on the piano. Kjer
Christensen spoke and so did Warren Jacobsen, the
chairman of the local community committee. The evening
was topped off with lunch served by the Better Elk Horn
Club members who were dressed in national costumes.
The following day, the committee met at the Wise Owl
Motel in Atlantic to discuss further plans. It was crystal clear
that in the Elk Horn-Kimballton area there was tremendous
enthusiasm and there was also the promise of volunteer help,
without which a museum cannot exist. And so, on that day,
February 13, word was sent out that the committee had
unanimously voted for the Elk Horn-Kimballton area as the
location for the new museum. Within minutes there were
cheers, tears, and tooting of horns at the Danish Inn in Elk
Hom and the committee was besieged by telephone calls
from the mass media - by night£all the news was announced
on radio in Iowa and Minnesota, and on WCCO-TV in the
Twin Cities. In the ensuing days it hit the front page of the
Des Moines Register and was carried by the Associated Press
from coast to coast. It was also reported in Berlingske
Tiderne in Copenhagen.
A big step on the long journey had been taken. The
committee was enlarged to include representatives from the
local area. These were Howard Juel, Electronic Service
Technician from Kimballton and Lisa Riggs, Manager of the
Danish Mill in Elk Horn. In addition, a Mormon representative Geo. Holmes, owner of Music Teachers Supply 1n
Omaha was invited to join us.
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Next Steps
Next came the task of choosing an actual site for the
museum. On April 30, 1983 a meeting was held in Elk Horn
with a number of architects from Iowa and Nebraska, who
volunteered their consulting services. In July, with the help
of a grant from the Iowa Humanities Council and the
National Endowment for the Humanities, three of the
nation's top museum consultants were brought in for a daylong meeting so we could wrestle with the really tough
questions related to defining specifically what the museum
should be.
After careful consideration of all of the potential sites
for the museum, the committee decided that the 20-acre site
immediately west of Elk Horn would be the one that best
suited our mission. We are grateful to the Elk Horn Lutheran
Church for this wonderful gift - think of it, twenty acres of
gently rolling land where, if you stand on top of the hill,
listen to the sounds of nature, and let your eyes sweep the
horizon, for a moment you might think you were in Jutland.

Many individuals and groups were involved in bringing
the museum to this point. We are grateful for the countless
hours, the financial support, and the effort from the local
area communities. Without their help we could never have
reached incorporation.
On June 13, 1983, the museum was incorporated and
the committee became the Board of Directors in formation.
We were pleased when the Internal Revenue Service granted
us non-profit status in December. This meant that we could
begin to accept monetary gifts and assure the donors that
their contributions would be tax deductible. Although we
have not launched a formal campaign, we have received gifts
in a wide range of denominations which have made it possible
for us to move ahead with hiring a director. We appreciate
very much the $5,000 gift presented to us this spring by the
Danish Brotherhood. Donald Watkins, served as chair of
our search committee, together with Norman Bansen and
Diane Doyle. We are delighted that June Stafford Sampson
from Billings, Montana has accepted the position and will
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assume her duties September 15. She comes to us with a
broad range of experience, having served as Museum
Curator for the South Dakota State Historical Society at
Pierre, South Dakota and Assistant Director and Director of
the W. H. Over Museum at the University of South Dakota
at Vermillion, South Dakota. She is a first rate museologist
who has demonstrated her versatility through planning
exhibitions, developing educational programs, working with
volunteers, and holding offices in professional organizations.
The new director will immediately launch three major
projects. First, she will develop an acquisitions policy so that
we can accept the artifacts that friends from coast to coast
are already offering. I am excited about the inquiries that are
coming to us - could we use a coffee mill, a plow? What
about grandmother's wedding dress, a Bible? People are
writing to us saying that they want to put in their wills that
certain of their possessions should go to the museum. It is
important that the legal paperwork for accepting these gifts
be drawn up soon.
Second, June Sampson will be starting a membership
drive. Because this is a national project, our membership will
be drawn from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from Alaska and
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. We have had numerous
requests on how one becomes a member.
Third, the director will have to launch a fund raising
campaign. We feel that $75,000 will be needed in start-up
funds to cover the director's salary, secretarial help, expenses
related to the launching of the membership drive and to
starting the capital fund building campaign. The cost of the
museum will be determined as the director begins to work
with an architect. It is our intent to begin with a relatively
small structure but have expansion a part of the total plans.
When the museum needs additions, the final design will be a
total expression rather than appearing to have a series of
afterthoughts appended to it.
-11-

Use of the Museum
To portray the immigrant story accurately, we must
also provide an opportunity for the visitor to have an understanding of what life was like in Denmark - the Denmark
from which the thousands emigrated. Kristian Hvidt, in his
book Flight to America speaks to the need to combine the
statistical method with purely historical examination to
develop a historically correct evaluation of the emigration
phenomenon. 2 He discussses Marcus Lee Hansen, who
published, albeit little, but perceptive material on
emigration. Hansen, who was a second generation DanishAmerican, believed American historians who sought to
achieve a true understanding of immigration should study
the social, political, and economic conditions in Europe. It is
the understanding of conditions in Denmark that our
museum hopes to include . We have been working closely
with the National Museum in Copenhagen on the emigrant
exhibition entitled, "Dr0mmen om Amerika" (The Dream
of America) that opened in May in Brede. I visited the
exhibition in August and took pictures. I have brought a few
slides along to show you.
The word immigrants often conjures up a picture of
poor, downtrodden peasants who sought America to escape
an unhappy life in Europe during the late 1800s and early
1900s. But immigration did not stop: it continued, though
not at the same rate. It continues even today and the
immigrants are far from being downtrodden peasants they come from many walks of life and bring with them a
variety of professional skills. Someday their story will be
history and will be part of The Danish Immigrant Museum.
We, here today, are part of the immigrant story and we
are making history which will be documented. This very
convention of the Iowa and Minnesota Districts of the
Danish Brotherhood and The Danish Sisterhood which is
attended by Danish immigrants and children of Danish
immigrants, will be recorded. Information from this event
will go to the archives at Grand View College and be
catalogued in DIAL by Thorvald Hansen. Someday a
curator, working on an exhibit for the museum which will
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portray "the way it was," many want to incorporate ideas
from this meeting. A copy of the program should be
preserved because it is part of the total immigrant story.
As Denmark changes, so too will the collections at the
Danish Immigrant Museum. The Danish population is
changing. Those of you who have traveled in Denmark since
1967 are aware of the influx of foreign workers. Perhaps you
have had the same experience as I, to hop into a taxi and
discover that the driver was not a blond, blue eyed Dane
who speaks English, but instead was a dark-skinned, darkhaired Pakistani who speaks flawless Danish.
Anne Mette Tulinius, a masters degree student at the
University of Copenhagen, recently completed a study on
the foreign workers standard of living in Denmark. She
found that in 1982 there were 16,075 Turks, 7,402
Yugoslavians, and 6,822 Pakistanis in Denmark. 3 How
many of these will ultimately be Danish citizens or settle
there permanently is of course unknown, but the thought
stimulates interesting speculation on what the Danish
immigrant to America will be 50 to 100 years from now. To
what extent will there be a blending of Eastern culture and
that which we now consider traditionally Danish 7
To understand the Danish immigrants, we must be
aware of their surroundings - their immediate environments, homes, churches, schools, and places of work and
recreation. The museum will deal with these tangible things
- artifacts that can be enjoyed for their beauty of form and
decoration and for the story that they portray. With almost
no exception all human beings create an environment for
themselves, be they adults or children. No matter how
restricted a person may seem to be, there is almost always
some way of giving that environment a personal stamp.
Children will store toys or not store them in their own
particular manner and will find some way to collect
butterflies and rocks despite admonitions from parents.
Elderly in rest homes bring to their environments the objects
that link them to the past. Refugees in camps will create
something out of bits of wood and pieces of paper, in this
way stating, "We are human beings with something to say."
-13-

I have noticed on countless tours I have made to factories
and trips to places such as automobile repair garages, that
employees will put something up on the walls in their work
areas - a photograph of their children, a calendar, a
cartoon, some seemingly trivial gadget. They make a
personal statement in an impersonal environment.
The Danish immigrants have placed their stamp on their
environments as well. Recently I heard a speech by Dr.
Gertrude Esteros, Professor Emeritus at the University of
Minnesota. A well-known scholar in the field of design, she
has researched the significance of objects in the lives of
cultures around the world. She said: "It is the intangible
values that make the things for us." 4 I am going to repeat it
because it is a profound statement. "It is the intangible values
that make the things valuable for us."
Esteros further said that why we create the environments we do is a complex subject that no one fully understands. For example, in some cultures a myriad of things in
the home expresses status and wealth, in others the opposite
is true; the lack of things and an emphasis on space is a mark
of the monied class . She also pointed out that ritual objects
are the most powerful and that objects give us a sense of
family, a sense of culture. They help remind us of the past;
they give us the feeling that we are part of a long line of
people.
In the behavioral sciences there is a growing interest in
understanding the effects of things in our environments. In
the recent book, The Meaning of Things, the authors,
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Eugene Rochberg-Holton,
point out that the things that surround us cannot be
separated from what we are. 5 And furthermore, that the
things we make affect the future of humankind 1n a
significant way.
The objects with which the Danish immigrants have
surrounded themselves, those things they have handed down
to the next generation, can help us understand our Danish
heritage. When it is the intangible values that make the
things valuable for us, then it follows that study of the things
themselves will give us insight into the intangible values . It is
-14-

the intangible values that ultimately are the important ones.
Danish Americans have rich sources of literature which
capture the essence of immigrant life. Now, to complement
the literary works we will have a museum where artifacts
that are carefully preserved and catalogued can be studied.
There will be permanent collections, traveling exhibits,
a library with resource material related to the collections,
classroom space, a theater for performance of plays, and an
area devoted to genealogy. The museum will house
significant objects; it will be alive with history. At the
museum we will see "the way it was." And by knowing the
past we will have a better basis on which to chart the future.
In closing I should like to read from Jeppe Aakjaer's
song, Som Dybest Br~nd Gir Altid Klarest Vand.
Vi s0ger Slcegtens Spor i Stort og Smat,
i Flinte0xen efter Harvens Tcender,
i Mosefundets Smykke, plumpt og rat,
i Kirkens Kvadre, lagt af brede Hcender.
Hvert skimlet Skrift, hver skjoldet Alterbog
har gjemt et Gran af Slcegtens Ve og V ade;
nu skal de r0be mig, hvad Vej jeg drog,
og l0fte mig en Flig af Livets Gade. 6
Translation
We seek our past in small and great
in stone o' erturned by harrow,
in jewels deep from swampy state,
in churches long laid hallow.
Each age old script, blotched altarbook
preserve ancestral days and heart;
they now betray the road I trod,
reveal life's mystery in part.
FOOTNOTES
1 Dannevirke, 26 October 1898 .
2 Hvidt , Kristian. Flight to America. New York: Academic Press, Inc.,
1975.
3 Tulinius , Anne Mette. Tysksernes , Jugoslavernes og Pakistanernes
Levevilkar i Danmark. Unpublished thesis , RVC 1982/83.
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4 Esteros, Gertrude. Lecture, Objects of the Home as Reflections of Life-

Style and Values. University of Minnesota, 28 April 1984.

5 Csikszentmihalyi,
Mihaly and Rochberg-Holton,
Eugene. The
Meaning of Things. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Cambridge University Press, 1981.
6 N0rgaard,
Felix, Jeppe Aakjaer.
K0benhaven:
Gylendalske
Boghandel, Nordisk Forlag, 1941. Translation by Signe Nielsen Betsinger.
7 This paper was presented at the Convention of the Iowa and Minnesota Districts of the Danish Brotherhood and the Danish Sisterhood ,
Atlantic, Iowa, September 2, 1984.
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Reflections On Denmark As It Was,
And Emigration To America
by ARLOW W. ANDERSEN
In the late medieval and modern periods the histories of
Denmark and Norway paralleled each other. During much
of that interval the Union of Kalmar (1397-1523), which
included also a dynastic tie with Sweden, practically insured
common political, economic, and religious development. On
the threshold of the modern age Sweden broke away from
the Union (1523), but Norway was obliged to remain under
Danish rule until 1814.
For the Dano-Norwegian
realm the transition from
medieval to modern was marked by the official acceptance
of the Lutheran Reformation in 1536 and by the strengthening of the royal Danish government, which henceforth
exercised authority in matters both temporal and spiritual.
There was no violent break with Roman Catholicism. Nearly
all of the prelates and priests remained in their offices and
parishes . Aided by a national consciousness and by a new
humanistic interpretation of the Bible, the Roman institution
suffered gradual dissolution, and its landed property was
secularized. During the reign of Frederick I (1523-1533) an
evangelical movement prospered under the guidance of a
former monk, Hans Tausen, who returned from his studies
in Wittenberg, the meccas of Lutheranism, to teach and to
translate into Danish the New Testament and the Lutheran
Hymnal. In the new order of things, in the reign of Christian
III (1533-1559). Tausen was consecrated Bishop of Ribe. The
king himself was instrumental in 1550 in getting the first
Danish version of the entire Bible. As far as the peasants
were concerned, it was probably the change from the
-17-

scholarly Latin to the familiar vernacular that was the most
important aspect of the Reformation.
In the age of the religious wars in Europe Danish kings
busied themelves not primarily with church affairs but with
dynastic and secular pursuits. Frederick II (1559-1577), often
praised as the Renaissance king, engaged Eric XIV of Sweden
(1560-1568) in an abortive war, ostensibly for the right to
use the Scandinavian coat of arms. Though not a scholar, he
encouraged scientific study. The distinguished astronomer
Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) was given an island in the Sound as
a fief. Here Brahe, before the invention of the telescope,
worked out the first reliable star catalog. Frederick claimed
the right to collect dues of all nations using the Sound,
including the English in their trade with Muscovy.
Danes recall with pride the long reign of Christian IV
(1588-1648). His dream of making Denmark the Holland of
the North and of conquering Sweden led to the Kalmar War
of 1611-1613, a minor part of the extended period of SwedoDanish hostilities from 1563 to 1720. The royal jealousy of
Brahe forced the astronomer to move to Prague. Christian
built his own Round Tower as an observatory. His interests
were many. As a lover of music he stimulated organbuilding. As one who looked to the sea, he dispatched an
admiral to Ceylon by way of the Cape of Good Hope and
sponsored expeditions to Greenland. Against the advice of
the parliament, or Rigsrdd, he brought Denmark into the
Thirty Years' War, not only against the Catholic Hapsburgs
but against Lutheran Sweden. Sweden emerged as victor in
1645 and gained two Baltic islands and two Norwegian
provinces.
In the pattern of France's Louis XIV, the great Sun King,
Denmark moved toward absolute and divine right monarchy
in the seventeenth century. Unlike the French Bourbon king,
Frederick III (1648-1670) was supported not by nobles but by
merchants, lower clergy, middle class officials,· and small
landowners. Thus the monarchy gained the confidence of the
common people. Henceforth kingship was hereditary, no
longer to capricious decisions by a factious nobility.
For the most part Danish history in the eighteenth
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century was marked by moderate progress. Frederick IV
(1699-1730), only 28 years of age when he ascended the
throne, allied himself with two other rulers in their late
twenties, Peter the Great of Russia and Augustus the Strong
of Poland. All were alarmed over young Charles XII of
Sweden and his expansionist schemes. Dangers of Swedish
conquest of the entire Baltic area subsided with the sudden
death of Charles in 1718 while on a military campaign in
Danish-owned Norway. Denmark succeeded in remaining
neutral during the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), which
involved England and France in a struggle for supremacy in
North America and India, and Prussia and Austria for
hegemony in Germany.
A temporary decline in royal prestige resulted from the
behavior of Johann Friedrich Struensee, German-born
physician to the mentally ill Christian VII (1766-1808). As
minister of the privy council, Struensee practically usurped
the powers of the monarch. But his unabashed manipulation
of the helpless ruler, and especially his adulterous relationship to the young and homesick English-born Queen
Caroline Matilda, daughter of the Prince of Wales, brought
charges that led to his brutal execution in 1772.
Streunsee is credited with having ignited the spirit of
reform which culminated in the abolition of serfdom by
1788, a year before revolution was to accomplish the same
end in France. The Danish emancipation originated not as
the outcome of violent struggle but in the minds of Crown
Prince Frederick and his ministers. Frederick, who took the
reins of government from his incapacitated father in 1784
and succeeded him as Frederick VI in 1808, helped to restore
the monarchy to its former position of respect. Yet the
Struensee episode had cost Denmark much in the way of
prestige in Europe and may have influenced England to
attack the little pro-French country during the Napoleonic
Wars.
In the declining years of Christian VII Denmark's shores
and capital city of Copenhagen were raked by British
gunnery, first in 1801 and again in 1807. Danish territory
was invaded. The alliance with Napoleon brought only loss
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and disappointment.
Denmark's
trade relations were
disrupted, thanks to Britain's control of the seas and to
Napoleon's Continental System. Many of her seamen were
interned for the duration of the wars in British prison ships.
At the end of hostilities, in the humiliating Treaty of Kiel
(1814), Denmark was forced to relinquish Norway to
Charles XIII, last of the Vasa line in Sweden, and to
surrender almost the last vestige of her power in the Baltic
region. Only a part of Swedish Pomerania was given to the
Danes. It was small comfort that Denmark's Frederick VI
was able to retain possession of his non-European island
outposts, namely Greenland, Iceland, and Faeroes, the
Danish West Indies (Virgin Islands), and scattered trading
stations on the coasts of Africa and India. Denmark's fleet
was permanently crippled. Her merchant marine tonnage
dwindled to insignificance with the loss of Norwegian
shipping as well as her own. War indebtedness burdened the
state for many years to come.
Through the distressing years from 1815 to 1848, in the
age of the reactionary Austrian minister, Prince Metternich,
Danish citizens remained loyal to the monarchy but were
somewhat distrustful of the king's ministers. One important
achievement merits attention. Beginning in 1831, and
probably as a consequence of the French revolution of 1830,
which overthrew the Bourbons once and for all, the Danish
government compromised with liberal demands by introducing advisory diets in the provinces. As with other European
capitals, Copenhagen sneezed when Paris coughed.
Denmark's woes were compounded by two "Slesvig
Wars," one with Prussia in 1848-1849, and the other with
Prussia and Austria in 1864. By the terms of the Vienna
settlement of 1815 Holstein, a southern province governed
by the king of Denmark, became a melJlber state of the
newly created German Confederation. By 1848, the year of
revolutions marking the end of the conservative age,
German nationalism rose to the point where Holsteiners and
their neighbors to the north, the strong German minority in
Slesvig,
demanded
constitutional
government
from
Denmark's Christian VIII (1839-1848), the very person who
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as regent of Norway for a brief interval in 1814 had
encouraged the formulation of the liberal Norwegian
constitution drawn up at Eidsvoll. King Christian's death in
1848 bequeathed the constitutional issue to Frederick VII
(1848-1863), who proceeded in 1849 to grant a written
framework of government to his Danish subjects but not
specifically to the people of Slesvig and Holstein.
Frederick VII' s constitution was an enlightenment document providing for a bicameral parliament and a more
liberal franchise. Legislative powers were vested jointly in
the king and the elected representatives.
Henceforth
a lower house, or Folketing, would be elected directly
by all male citizens of the age of thirty or over, the term
of office being three years. Members of the upper chamber,
the Landsting, were indirectly elected for eight-year terms.
Property qualifications for voting were abolished. Thus
terminated royal absolutism and government by privileged
estates. So also political democracy, long practiced in rural
areas and in smaller communities, came to be introduced on
a national scale.
But Frederick and Denmark were not to be left
undisturbed. Neither Prussia nor Austria, whose former
rulers were once loyal to the repressive Holy Alliance,
approved of even moderately liberal measures at midcentury. Prussia intervened militarily to check the Danish
reaction to rebellion in dissatisfied Holstein. Involved in the
Slesvig-Holstein question were many crucial issues. Did
Frederick VII have a rightful claim on the two duchies? Were
the two duchies to be regarded as inseparable twins? Were
the German folk of Slesvig, and especially of Holstein,
accorded proper and equal recognition and treatment with
the Danes? If nationalism were to triumph, how could a
satisfactory decision be reached without depriving Denmark
of invaluable resources, both natural and human? In the end,
several neutral powers in the London Protocol of 1850
guaranteed Danish integrity. Prussian forces withdrew.
Denmark promised in 1851, however, that no union would
take place between herself and either of the duchies. Some
Danes were already convinced of the impracticability of
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incorporating either Slesvig or Holstein into their country.
A second Slesvig War, to employ the Danish
terminology, occurred in 1864. Charged with breaking her
word not to encourage union, Denmark became the victim
of a joint Prussian and Austrian attack, a part of the larger
strategy of Prime Minister Otto von Bismarck of Prussia for
uniting all of the German states save Austria into one
empire. No conference of neutral powers now softened the
blow for Denmark, which suffered two setbacks as a result
of the war. First, she was deprived of the duchies, Slesvig being ceded to Prussia, and Holstein to Austria. Although the
Slesvig-Holstein riddle remained unsolved, the loss of the
German population was in some ways a relief. Denmark,
however, remained unreconciled to the separation of some
160,000 Danish Slesvigers. Not until a League of Nations
plebiscite in Slesvig in 1920 were their descendants brought
back into the fold.
When Bismarck completed unification of Germany with
decisive military victories over Austria and France, Danish
disappointment over the triumph of German armed might
did much to create a national psychology of defeatism.
Slesvig appeared to have slipped away forever, in defiance of
the fact that the national border on the south had extended
to the Eider River for many centuries. The conflict between
Deutschturn
and
Daneturn
persisted,
abetted
by
geographical contiguity and mixed populations. Slesvig
schools were Germanized. When in 1883 Prussia ordered all
men born in 1863 to report for military service, Slesvig males
of Danish ancestry fled northward and in most cases were
granted asylum. The Prussian Lutheran clergy were of little
help or inspiration to the Danes, who responded with "free
church" movements in Slesvig. Former Danish estates were
sold by the Prussian government to German colonists on a
term basis. 1
A second retrogressive result of the Slesvig Wars for
Denmark was a constitutional revision which moved the
nation toward the Right. Control of the government reverted
to the upper class. The franchise for the Landting was
restricted. Had not the German-Danish
confrontations
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further strengthened the loyalty of the Danes to their kings,
it would be difficult to explain the ease with which upperclass control was restored. Bitter party struggles eventually
ensued, most conspicuously in the Folketing, with wealthy
landlords and the propertied classes aligned against farmers,
laborers, and intellectuals. King Christian X (1863-1906) at
last approved the first cabinet of the Left, in 1901. Thereafter
in practice the Rigsdag, rather than the monarch, determined
the membership of the cabinet.
A corollary to the national spiritual depression is that
Denmark chose to apply her energies no longer to territorial
retention or acquisition but rather to internal improvement,
in the economic realm among others. The years immediately
after the military defeat of 1864 and the loss of SlesvigHolstein brought economic headaches. Once a creditor
nation, Denmark now surrendered a considerable share of
the world market in grain. The Suez Canal, which
annihilated both time and distance in international traffic,
and the American trans-continental railroads, which bound
two oceans with bands of steel and opened up new transoceanic markets for Uncle Sam, boded ill for Danish
agriculture. The world price of grain fell about 50 percent in
the 1870s. With Russian and American wheat glutting the
world market, Denmark could no longer compete on even
terms. 2
But the economic picture brightened. Necessity and the
national honor would have it so. Enterprising merchants
organized the East Asiatic Company. Industrialists created
the Great Northern Telegraph Company. With faith that
what had been outwardly lost could be inwardly regained,
cultivation was extended to the hitherto untilled moors of
Jutland. Marshlands were drained. Practical farming, made
possible by the introduction of new methods, became a
mainstay in the curriculum of the folk high school, an
institution inspired by Bishop Grundtvig. Danish farmers
then began to raise livestock and poultry, thus inaugurating
a profitable meat-producing and dairying era destined to see
Danish bacon, butter, and eggs regularly making their way
to foreign tables, especially British.
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Into the stream of material advance the cooperative
movement blended quite naturally. In the year 1866 a Pastor
H. C. Sonne, who had studied the English Rochdale experiment, was instrumental in organizing 109 families of
Thisted, in northern Jutland, into a workers' society. This
modest beginning of a consumer cooperative movement laid
the foundations for both agricultural cooperatives
and
urban producers' cooperatives. The cooperative idea in
agriculture and in dairying broke through in the 1880s. 3 By
1900 there were about 800 consumer cooperatives, nearly
one in every parish. In defense of their interests farmers also
formed the Venstre (Left or Liberal party in 1870. As a
consequence, the reactionary H0ire (Right or Conservative),
which dominated politics in the 1860s, was challenged by the
farmers and by the urban proletariat.
A motorized fishing fleet and a growing ship-building
industry lent further luster to the economic scene in the last
quarter of the century. Denmark had long since acquired her
first steamship (1819) and constructed her first railroad
(1847), running from Copenhagen to Roskilde, once the
medieval capital and now the great cathedral center. The
sacrifice by international agreement in 1857 of the ancient
right to collect Sound dues from the ships of all nations
traversing the narrow passage between the North Sea and
the Baltic Sea was more than offset by the rapidly growing
economy of later years. 4
In the national revival of Denmark no man excels
N.F.S. Grundtvig (1783-1872), who exhibits in high degree
the Danish love for the ideal, the emotional, and the
romantic. Born into a Lutheran pastor's home, he himself
became educated for the ministry. As poet and reformer his
principal aim was to liberate the Danish Church from
rationalism and formalism. Let the Church be Lutheran, but
let it relate to people's needs and aspirations, he urged. 5
Grundtvig eventually doubted the infallibility of the
Bible and advised, instead, adhe~ence to the Apostles' Creed
and exemplary Christian living. He believed the Creed to
have come directly from the lips of Jesus. Christianity meant
to him an active participation in the varied affairs of life. He
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preferred feeling over doctrine, and personal judgment over
unquestioning acceptance of authority. When the Church
censured his works he resigned his pastorate. Permitted some
years later to resume his pastoral function, he was at long
last consecrated bishop in 1861. In him the Church might
have discerned both hindrance and help, when it is
recognized that his patriotic revivalism appealed so strongly
to the rank and file members that they chose to remain
within the national Church rather than to join rationalists on
the one hand or dissenting bodies on the other.
Patriotism and religion merged in Grundtvig' s thinking.
He held that each nation had a special divine mission within
civilization. Yet some peoples were more important in
furthering God's designs. Historically the Jews, the Greeks,
the Anglo-Saxons, and the Scandinavians were most outstanding. On a sojourn in England he had been impressed
with the freedom of conscience and of political liberty that
prevailed. It is not strange, therefore, that he not only
authored
The Mythology of the North but likewise
translated Beowulf into the Danish and admired AngloSaxon literature generally. Grundtvig implied that the Danes
inherited the mission of re-establishing peace and brotherhood among all mankind. Fulfillment of this grand purpose
was contingent, however, upon loyalty to one's own
national language and traditions. His creativity in hymn
composition won for him the unofficial title of Scandinavia's
most distinguished
religious poet. The appeal in his
numerous original writings and translations was to the
Danish people as a whole, including the unspoiled peasants.
While home missionary societies and religious revivals
accompanied the Grundtvigian movement, it was probably
the folk high schools that made the strongest impact upon
Denmark. Grundtvig had no patience with rote learning and
useless information. His schools therefore stressed vital
Christianity, fervent patriotism, and practical education
along vocational lines. Beginning in 1856, the Grundtvigian
schools numbered about seventy by 1900, with a total of
nearly 4,000 students. The usual educational mechanics were
lacking. There were no admission requirements, no examina-25-

tions, no grades, and no graduation. The learn-by-doing
techniques replaced the formalized method of instruction.
Religion, history, literature, and singing were the mainstays
of the curriculum.
Despite the small number of schools, all privately
financed, the Grundtvigian movement affected Danish life
significantly. Patriotic sentiment and religious sensitivity
were quickened among the population as a whole.
Conversely, submission to the clergy declined, leaving the
Church with a weaker hold upon the parishioners. Although
practically all Danes retained their formal membership in the
established Lutheran institution, there developed a three-fold
division in the ranks. First, there was the old guard, faithful
to the historical Church, next the Grundtvigians, and thirdly
the Inner Mission Society (1854), akin in its teachings to
Grundtvigian concepts but more given to literal fundamentalism and piety than to enjoyment of temporal
pleasures. The Indremission, an outgrowth of Grundtvigianism, was guided after 1861 by Pastor Vilhelm Beck into a
powerful agency. A report of 1895 indicates that the society
then owned 87 mission houses, employed 96 missionaries,
and counted about 200 of the Lutheran clergy and a large
number of public school teachers among its supporters.
Meanwhile, adherents of the Inner Mission kept their statechurch membership.
Some Danes withdrew their names from the rolls of the
State Church. There were distinct advantages in being
Lutheran in Denmark, but one small minority heeded the call
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons). An even smaller body joined the Methodists.
The proportion of the followers of Joseph Smith who found
permanent homes in America was rather high. Mormonism's
first spokesmen, who arrived in 1850 to inaugurate the work
of the Scandinavian Mission, were Erastus Snow and his
Danish-American companion Peter 0. Hansen. Their most
rewarding efforts at first were among Danish Baptists, led by
Peter C. M0nster, who soon turned frigid when the
Mormons gave evidence of proselytising.
Protected
somewhat by a freedom-of-conscience clause in the Danish
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Constitution of 1849, the Mormons proceeded to organize
their first congregation in September, 1850. 6
Aided further by a Danish translation of the Book of
Mormon in 1851 and by the monthly Skandinaviens Stjerne
(The Star of Scandinavia) in the same year (semi-monthly
after 1852), the Copenhagen mission not only won converts
but, through the Perpetual Emigrating Fund, assisted many
in the 1850s in reaching the coveted destination of Zion, in
Utah. Probably 12,000 left the homeland for the Mormon
sanctuary in America in the period 1850-1905. Mormon
emigrants from Denmark far outnumbered their brothers
and sisters in the faith from Sweden and Norway. 7
While Methodism in Denmark had greater success than
Mormonism in Norway, Methodism gained fewer converts
than Mormonism in Denmark. From what appears to have
been the original American exposure in 1857, when Boie
Smith arrived, the Methodist constituency grew by 1895 to
2,540 members in full connection, only slightly more than
half of the Norwegian figure in that year. Some 2,790
additional Danes were counted as adherents, who regularly
attended Methodist services, and 32 Sunday schools enrolled
a total of 3,659 pupils. 8
Foremost among the Methodist pioneers in Denmark
was Danish-born Christian B. Willerup, who had encountered American Methodism in the late 1830s and more
recently had performed missionary work among Danish and
Norwegian immigrants in Wisconsin and elsewhere in the
American Middle West. Willerup arrived in Copenhagen in
1858 to support the efforts of Smith and to serve as superintendent of the mission until 1872. At that time he was
relieved by Karl Schou, who likewise received his appointment through the Missionary Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in New York City.
While Willerup complained of parishioners who had
little to give financially from their working class wages, of
inadequate salaries for his fellow pastors, of the disruption
caused by the second Slesvig war in 1864, of emigration of
many of the more active members, and of general indifference with occasional opposition on the part of the Lutheran
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clergy and laity, there was a brighter side to the story under
his successor Karl Schou. First, Schou won legal recognition
of his work in 1872 as pastor of the Copenhagen congregation and as superintendent of the Danish Mission by taking
the required oath of loyalty to the state. Second, the mission
gained prestige and financial assistance when two prominent
men identified themselves with it. M. J. Cramer, United
States minister to Denmark in the 1870s, publicly expressed
his approval of the Methodist endeavors. It became known
that Cramer was an ordained Methodist minister from Ohio.
A second person, Harold D0llner, a prosperous merchant
who was named Danish consul-general in New York,
donated liberally toward the erection of the Copenhagen
church (St. Paul's, later renamed St. Mark's), dedicated in
1866. D0llner provided for additional structures in his will.
One of these, dedicated in Odense in 1889, was named the
D0llner Memorial Church. Schou reported that the
sanctuary of this impressive Gothic building was often overcrowded on Sundays, despite the supposedly ample seating
capacity of 550. 9
If the Danish Methodist movement fell short of its
counterpart in Norway, several possible explanations may
be given. Grundtvigianism, more pervasive in Denmark
than in Norway, dramatized the role of Denmark in history
and emphasized
not only patriotism
but practical
Christianity within the framework of the existing church.
The sense of divine mission may well have deterred
thousands
from
withdrawing
from
the Lutheran
organization. A fundamentalist and pietistic Inner Mission,
likewise within the Church, satisfied the desires of those who
spurned Grundtvig' s painless Christianity. In effect, nonLutherans found it more difficult to win others to their
particular beliefs because of the many-sided attractions of
the Evangelical Lutheran communion.
On the other hand, a number of similarities in Denmark
and Norway may be cited, as far as non-conformist
experience is concerned. In both countries Mormon and
Methodist progress was quite modest, if membership rolls
are the sole criteria. Yet foundations were laid for permanent
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institutional
activity. Methodism's
influence extended
beyond the immediate membership, as shown in the large
number of those who attended Methodist worship centers
regularly while hesitating, mainly for social and economic
reasons, to have their names stricken from the registers of
the State Church. A considerable impact on religious life in
Denmark and Norway is reflected also in the rise of the
Sunday school, a Methodist innovation which came to be
adopted by the Lutheran Church.
Forces within Danish society contributed to both attraction and repulsion toward state and church as established
institutions. Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875), the king
of fables, well personifies a typical Danish allegiance to the
state, if not also to the church. The Norwegian-American
novelist Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen (1848-1895), himself an
immigrant who more readily than most became Americanized, enjoyed two visits with the famous Dane in Copenhagen just two years before Andersen's death. He found that
Andersen viewed America, which he had not visited, as a
materialistic and restless country. He deplored the white
man's treatment of the Indian. He scorned republicanism,
synonymous in his time with godless socialism. In short, he
respected royalty, shared in the patriotic wave following the
Slesvig wars, and undoubtedly through the medium of his
fairy tales helped to make his country known throughout the
Wes tern world and to make his countrymen proud of being
Danes. Like the ugly duckling, a creation which he confessed
to Boyesen was none other than himself, the Danes too could
raise their heads in the society of man. 10
Another of Denmark's literary lights resembles in his
analysis of society the Norwegian novelist Knut Hamsun.
Henrik Pontoppidan 1857-1943) found much to condemn.
The Church harbored the twin evils of ignorance and
oppression. In that respect he agreed with S0ren Kierkegaard
(1813-1855), the Danish philosopher whose emphasis upon
the personal and the mystical in religion marks him as one of
the founders of modern existentialism. Kierkegaard urged
the destruction of official Christianity. Let persecution
restore the true faith, said he. In Pontoppidan's thinking the
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teaching profession lacked inspiration. The press in his
Lykke-Per (Lucky Peter) catered to the public and to
commercial success. In De D~des Rige (The Kingdom of the
Dead) businessmen were equally culpable with journalists.
Small-town leaders were prisoners of their own provincial
attitudes. Men had no faith, nor were they guided by reason.
They grasped at straws. Whereas Hans Christian Andersen
was generally satisfied in his old age with the monarchy and
its related institutions, the church and the school, the
younger Pontoppidan in his novels of the 1880s and thereafter presented a for bidding social picture. Had American
institutions and society been thought better than the Danish,
perhaps Danes would have been impelled by the critical
novelist to forsake gamle Dan mark (old Denmark) in larger
numbers. 11
A review of the emigration factor in Danish history
prior to 1914 by an economic historian of today reveals
certain data of importance to a clearer understanding. A
royal ban on emigration was in force until 1820, at which
time about a thousand souls had already left the country in
defiance of the king's pleasure. Only after 1868 are systematic
data available. In that year the new law required specific
information of emigrants concerning name, age, occupation,
number in the family, last place of residence, year and
month of departure, and destination. In 1905 a bureau of
statistics began to provide information. By 1966 about twothirds of the data relating to departures from Copenhagen
had been computerized. Departures from the German port of
Hamburg are not covered in the reports. It is conjectured
that those who chose to make their exit via Hamburg may
have had guilty consciences. Or perhaps they were servants
who were breaking their contracts, or young men who
wished to escape military service. Not until 1908 were
repatriates, those who returned to the homeland, identified
and then only through American information. Repatriates
are estimated at 10 percent to 20 percent of the total
emigration. 12
A quick survey of Danish emigration to America would
reveal that not until the decade of the 1850s was there any
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considerable number of emigrants, a total of some 8,000.
The 1860s witnessed an exodus of 20,000, largely explainable
by the Danish distaste for Prussian rule in North Slesvig. The
figures mounted to 34,000 in the 1870s, 90,000 in the 1880s,
and a drop to 53,000 in the 1890s, a decade of economic
disaster in the United States. 13 While after 1871 an ambitious
German Empire cast a long and ominous shadow toward
neighboring Denmark, other factors, mainly economic,
motivated Danish citizens to emigrate.
According to Kristian Hvidt, a clear correlation is to be
seen between "the waves of emigration and the oscillations
of the American trade cycle." Self-betterment was always a
strong inducement for the Danes. Yet Hvidt places European
factors above American in the 175 years or so before the
1920s, when the American quota system, based upon
national origins, went into effect. A notable exception to the
economic drive, as has been observed, was the Mormon
migration to Utah. In Hvidt's words, "Except for England
and Scotland, Denmark delivered more proselytes to the
church of Salt Lake City than any other country in Europe."
Mormon women outnumbered Mormon men. Otherwise,
men prevailed among non-Mormon emigrants. So large was
the male margin in the total emigration from Denmark that
between 1840 and 1910 the nation saw its proportion of men
decline from 49 .4 percent to 48. 7 percent of the population. 14
The Danish-American scholar John Bille reminded his
readers of the late 1890s that Denmark's relatively small
emigration could be explained by improving economic
conditions in the homeland. Want was wholly unknown, he
writes. Whereas the nobility controlled nearly all of the land
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, over 85 percent of
the soil came into the hands of the peasants, who comprised
the bulk of the population. Besides, scientific methods
increased productivity and made land-holding profitable. 15
But Danes did leave for America. Apart from economic
and religious motives, and plain wanderlust, one practical
consideration has yet to be mentioned. Oceanic transportation was improving with the transition from sail to steam,
from long and hazardous voyages averaging 44 days to New
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York to regular schedules and shorter sailings not as
dependent upon the fickle and treacherous winds. The
British Cunard Line inaugurated steamship service in 1840.
The Danes followed in 1879 with the Thingvalla Line,
operating with four vessels after 1881. Of these the Geiser
sank in the Atlantic in 1888, with only fourteen survivors of
the 93 passengers and crew. In Thingvalla's last year, 1897,
when the Danish government withdrew its subsidization,
departures for America from Denmark numbered 1,568
(probably some Norwegians and Swedes among them), from
Norway 1,417, and from Sweden 920. Totals rose sharply
with the organization of the Scandinavian-American
Line
(not Danish), which took advantage of new ideas in
construction, such as steel plating. In 1902 there were 3,389
Danes who boarded its vessels compared with 5,047
Norwegians and 2,732 Swedes. The new line made regular
stops at Copenhagen to fill the need no longer met by
Thingvalla. Casualties of several nationalities ran extremely
high in the tragic sinking of the Norge of the ScandinavianAmerica Line in 1904. The ship left Copenhagen with 495
passengers and took on another 232 at Kristiania. The
steamer struck Rockall, a reef lying two hundred miles to the
west of the Hebrides. Of the 620 who drowned, 72 were
Danes, 284 Norwegians, 103 Swedes, and the remaining 259
were Poles and Russians. 16
As in the case of Norwegian emigrants, travel to
America was often facilitated by eye-catching advertisements and by persuasive personal appeals of railroad and
steamship agents as well as by state immigration commission
representatives.
Emigrant guides, usually written by a
countryman who had made the long journey, were also
effective. Ever since an initial pamphlet, composed by L. J.
Fribert in 1847, Danish immigrant influences were brought
to bear upon the European cousins. As a Danish emigrant of
1843 who mingled with Norwegians in Wisconsin's Muskego
settlement, Fribert spoke words of sound advice and
encouragement.
Men like Rasmus M0ller S0renson, of
whom more will be related later, were directly influenced by
Fribert's guide. The effects of America letters upon Danish
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families and communities cannot be measured with exactness. In any event, the volume of correspondence fell short
of that of Norway, where Amerikabrever undoubtedly
played a major role in the emigration saga. 17
Denmark of the late nineteenth century had a proud
history of continuous and successful monarchical government. For many the pride was further enhanced by the
knowledge that Danish royalty was related by marriage to
other European royal houses. The three daughters of
Christian IX married foreign princes. Alexandra was married
to King Edward VII of Great Britain. Dagmar married Tsar
Alexander III of Russia, and Thyra married the Duke of
Cumberland. The second eldest son, brother to Frederick
VIII (1906-1912), became King Constantine of Greece. Many
a royal gathering lent luster to Copenhagen society. Danish
glory, dating back to Viking days, when King Canute ruled
England and Norway as well as Denmark, continued in
pomp if not in power.
Denmark recovered from the rebuffs of the Napoleonic
wars and the Slesvig wars to gain distinction in the fields of
natural science, arts, politics, and economics. In this respect
her experience resembled that of a resurgent France after the
Franco-German
War. Meanwhile, Denmark maintained
sufficient religious solidarity to offset the Americanimported Mormonism, Methodism, or other denominational
beliefs. Broad in its practice of orthodox in its theology, the
Church allowed ample room for personal and social expression, for fundamentalism and liberalism, and for humanitarianism and patriotism.
In short, the nation whose
resilience was underrated by critical Danes themselves
offered fewer incentives for emigration than did most
European states. In proportion to total population, however,
Danes left in sizable numbers from the cities, villages, and
farms of their ancestral land. It is not from the Danish
historians of the nineteenth century, however, that one
learns of emigration. Their fields of specialization and
interest were more often the ancient and medieval periods.
They hardly thought it proper to mention "the road westwar cl."
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As the critic Clive Barnes has said, fascination with
dance and its acceptance as a major art form has been building throughout the century. The following article tells of the
important roles Danes and Danish Americans have played in
the annals of American ballet.

The Dancing Danes in America
by OLGA STRANDVOLD OPFELL
"I can't think of a better, happier existence than that of a
dancer. This is a world full of the thrill of movement, of
shaping movement, and doing something so absorbing, so
totally involving that it uses every part of you. As dancers
we must be alive at every moment, and what we do is by its
nature deliciously invigorating." - Peter Martins in Far
from Denmark.
In an age that saw almost the total eclipse of the male in
ballet, August Bournonville (1806-1879), a first-rate dancer,
was determined to keep his equality with the ballerina. But
he went beyond equality. At the Royal Danish Ballet, where
he became a dancer-ballet master-choreographer in 1829, he
created an amazing number of works that established the
male position in Danish ballet. On the whole, there are now
more good roles for male dancers in the Danish repertory
than in any other. And the Danish male dancer has moved
on from his position of ascendancy at the Royal Theater in
Copenhagen to prominence throughout the world. Except
for Soviet defectors like Rudolf Nureyev, Mikhail Baryshnikov, and Alexander Godounov, no stars are more in demand
internationally.
In the United States, Danish dancers, who generally
have emigrated to get fresh inspiration, have had remarkable
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careers, not only as performers but as teachers, choreographers, and artistic directors of ballet companies. The
roster includes Paul Haakon, Paul Petroff, Erik Bruhn,
Stanley Williams, Peter Schaufuss, Peter Martins, Adam
Liiders, lb Andersen, and Flemming Flindt. Three brothers of
Danish-American descent, Lew, Willam, and Harold Christensen, have also made significant contributions
to
American ballet. Danish ballerinas have achieved international fame as well, but only two, Nina Stroganova and Toni
Lander, climaxed their careers in this country. The Danes,
however, have not forgotten their roots. Periodically they
have returned to Copenhagen as guest dancers or choreographers.
For the most part they have sprung from a company
with a tradition that goes back to the eighteenth century.
More importantly, the Royal Danish Ballet has remained the
bastion of Bournonville and his skimming, twinkling style
since the old master retired in the 1870s.
The United States has no similar long ballet tradition.
Aside from a few native-born dancers, early centering in
Philadelphia, America long depended on ballet from abroad.
In the early years of this century, there were infrequent
concerts by local studios, but Americans' appreciation of the
ballet grew mostly from the spring and autumn tours of
Diaghilev's Ballets Russes and its most famous star, Vaslav
Nijinsky, (beginning in February 1916 and ending a year
later) and frequent tours by Anna Pavlova and her company
and by the various Ballets Russes that developed after
Diaghilev's death in 1929.
But in the 1930s a new ballet age dawned. In 1933 two
wealthy balletomanes,
Lincoln Kirstein and Edward
Warburg, invited George Balanchine, the gifted young
Russian choreographer during the last years of the Diaghilev
Ballets Russes, to found a company. Balanchine's famous
answer, "But first a school," resulted in the establishment of
the School of American Ballet in New York City. Soon after,
his company, first called the American Ballet, was formed
and for a short period was resident at the Metropolitan
Opera. It was dissolved in 1938. Later it was reorganized
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with another fledgling Kirstein group, Ballet Caravan, for a
South American tour in 1941.
Balanchine spent the next several years producing
dances for Broadway and Hollywood and the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo. Then in 1946, again with Kirstein, he founded
Ballet Society, which in 1948 became the New York City
Ballet, part of the New York City Center of Music and
Drama. Here Balanchine, who was primarily interested in
pure classicism but who nonetheless appreciated the complex
rhythmic structure of Igor Stravinsky's music, reigned for 34
years as artistic director and choreographer of genius,
creating generally plotless ballets of refinement and subtlety.
The New York City Ballet has had the strongest "Danish
connection." No doubt the tie with Danish ballet dates back
to 1930, when Balanchine spent six months as artistic
director of the Royal Danish Ballet. Most of the Danish star
dancers have worked with him. Some have also have been
associated with American Ballet Theater, founded in 1939 by
Lucia Chase and Richard Pleasant as Ballet Theater. Its
original core was the small company developed by Mikhail
Mordkin, one of Pavlova's partners. Whereas the New York
City Ballet has always hewed closely to Balanchine's ballets,
the American Ballet Theater has offered a widely varied
repertory. In addition to the Joffrey Ballet, two other
important companies that evolved were the San Francisco
Ballet and Ballet West, both indelibly associated with the
Christensen brothers.
The Royal Danish Ballet was virtually unknown to
Americans until 1955 when the dancer Ted Shawn invited a
group from its corps of dancers to Jacob's Pillow, his dance
school and performing center in Becket, Massachusetts, to
give their first American performance. A year later the entire
Royal Danish Ballet came to New York.
The sunny, bubbly Bourn on ville style, which demands
extreme quickness and nimbleness in the legs and feet,
enchanted American ballet audiences. (As has been said,
Bournonville never used just one step if three or four steps
could do the same job.) The rapid sequences require
astonishing speed; large soaring leaps are rarely seen. The
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emphasis is always on small waves of movements, precise
flurries of steps.
As might be expected, Danish-born dancers whose
careers have grown and blossomed in America, have carried
Bournonville with them. But with amazing versatility they
have accepted the challenges of a great many other styles.
Paul Haakon
Paul Haakon was the first Danish dancer to come to
prominence in the United States. Indeed he carries the
reputation of being America's first male classical dancer of
the modern era. Born in Copenhagen in 1914, he spent his
first years in San Francisco, then returned with his family to
Denmark. Though he entered the Royal Danish Ballet
School, he never entered the Royal Danish Ballet itself. By
the age of fifteen, he was performing with Anna Pavlova's
touring company. After her death he came to New York,
where he enrolled in the new School of American Ballet in
1933 and performed
in several concerts given by
Balanchine's fledgling company.
Haakon was a favorite of Mikhail Fokine, famous
dancer and choreographer of some of the most beloved and
prestigious ballets of the early 20th century, and appeared in
Nijinsky roles (the slave in Scheherazade and the sole male
dancer in Les Sylphides) during Fokine Ballet seasons at
Lewissohn Stadium. Later, whenever Fokine produced a
program of his masterworks, he chose Haakon as his premier
danseur. To an interviewer Fokine once said that in his
remarkable leaps and turns Haakon surpassed Nijinsky in
elevation.
With Patricia Bowman as his usual partner, Haakon
was one of the most popular guest artists at the Radio City
Music Hall Corps de Ballet, founded (1932) and directed by
Florence Rogge. On the vast stage Rogge produced abridged
versions of the classics as well as original works that served
both spectacle and dance. Haakon appeared in Coppelia
(Arthur Saint-Leon), Swan Lake (Marius Petipa-Lev
Ivanov), and many of Rogge's original dance numbers.
Frequently he danced four shows a day, sometimes five, and
even six during a holiday season.
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Haakon was also the star dancer in Broadway musicals
such as Champagne Society, At Home Abroad , Hooray for
What, The Show is On, and Mexican Hayride, where he
performed an adagio routine that was the hit of the show. In
the 1950s he joined the Jose' Greco Spanish Ballet, and in
1960 he was named ballet director of the company.

Paul Petroff
The second Dane (and the second Paul) to bring his
bravura technique to American ballet was six years
Haakon' s senior but did not settle in this country until the
1940s. Paul Eilif Petersen was born in Elsinore in 1908. An
office worker who took up physical culture and thereby was
led to dancing, he studied privately and made his debut in
1930 with concert appearances in Denmark.
He then began a twelve-year career with Col. Wassily
de Basil, first in the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo (de BasilBlum), and then after the de Basil-Blum split, with the de
Basil company, eventually renamed the Original Ballet
Russe. He also danced with the Metropolitan Opera Ballet.
In accordance with the fashion for dancers to take Russian
names, Paul Petersen became Paul Petroff. With the de Basil
company, among a magnificent group of male dancers, he
toured the United States several times. Often called "the
perfect partner" and the "gallant courtier," he created roles
in Les Cents Baisers (Bronislava Nijinska, 1935, based on
Hans Christian Andersen's The Swineherd); in four works
choreographed by Leonide Massine - Jeux d'Enfants (1932),
Choreartium (1933), Union Pacific (1934), and Symphonie
Fantastique (1936); and in Fokine's Paganini (1939).
From 1943 to 1945 Petroff, who preferred classical roles,
was a principal dancer with Ballet Theater (American Ballet
Theater), especially applauded as Prince Siegfried in Swan
Lake, as the single male dancer of Les Sylphides , and the
Rose Spirit in Fokine' s La Spectre de la Rose. Petroff and his
prima ballerina wife , the regal Nana Gollner, then formed
their own touring company. In the 1960s they established a
ballet school in Van Nuys, California, and then in Tustin,
where their studio carried the name , School of Imperial
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Russian Ballet. Still later they taught in Antwerp, Belgium,
where Petroff died in 1981.
Erik Bruhn
The 1950s brought a brilliant new Danish star, Erik
Bruhn, whom many critics consider the consummate
danseur noble of his generation. Born Belton Evers in
Copenhagen in 1928, he was accepted into the Royal Danish
Ballet School at the age of nine and was trained by its famous
Russian teacher, Vera Volkova. By the age of 21 he had
attained the rank of solo dancer in the company and had
taken a new name.
A characteristic of the Royal Danish Company has been
a tendency to stick close to home and not make many
appearances outside Copenhagen. Chafing at this tradition,
Bruhn was soon dancing abroad. For much of his career he
was an international guest star. But he has lived and worked
in the United States for long periods. The impeccable
exponent of the Bournonville style, he nonetheless developed
a large repertory of classical and modern roles. From 1950 to
the mid-1970s he danced as guest artist for extended periods
with American Ballet Theater. In the 1960s he danced for
two seasons with the New York City Ballet but did not enjoy
a good relationship with Balanchine. He also appeared with
the Harkness Ballet.
Critics called him "the perfect Prince." Leaping and
turning with disciplined elegance and noble style, the
handsome blond Bruhn danced memorably in three roles
considered the classical tests of the male dancer, Siegfried in
Swan Lake, James in La Sylphide (Bournonville), and
Albrecht in Giselle (Jean Coralli-Jules Perrot). Indeed, he is
considered one of the great Albrechts. He was overwhelming
in the brilliance and beauty of his movement, and with his
role of James as he opened up to America the treasure trove
of male dancing in the Bournonville repertory. He caught
new fire as Jean in Miss Julie, Birgit Cullberg's version of the
Strindberg drama, and as Don Jose' in Carmen (Roland
Petit). Such splendid dancers as Alicia Markov a, Rosella
Hightower, Allegra Kent, Alicia Alonso, Violette Verdy,
Maria Tallchief, and Natalia Makarova well matched him,
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but his most notable partnering was with the Italian
ballerina, Carla Fracci. Balletomanes said that Fracci and
Bruhn, dancing together, were an evocation of the Romantic
Age itself.
Retiring as a dancer in 1972, Bruhn turned more and
more to mime roles in Jardin aux Lilas (Anthony Tudor) and
Coppelia. He has also choreographed and staged many
ballets in which he once danced to fame.
He is now artistic director of the National Ballet of
Canada (Toronto) with which he frequently appeared as
guest star.
Stanley Williams
Since, as noted, Bruhn danced with Balanchine's
company for only a couple of seasons, the "Danish connection" at the New York City Ballet really began with Stanley
Williams. Born in London in 1925 of a Danish mother and an
English fat her, Stanley Williams was raised and educated in
Denmark. Like Bruhn, he was trained by Volkova at the
Royal Danish Ballet School and also like Bruhn, became a
principal dancer in 1949. Soon he was combining careers as
dancer and teacher. Eventually he found that he preferred
teaching. When the Royal Danish Ballet came to the United
States on tour in 1956, Williams, so dramatically gifted,
danced James in La Sylphide, Tybalt in Romeo and Juliet
(Frederick Ashton), and Jules in Symphonie Fantastique.
In 1964 Balanchine invited Williams to come as a
teacher to the School of American Ballet. Williams, still
active, is a popular and influential teacher who reveres the
Bournonville tradition.
Peter Martins
In Denmark, Williams had as one of his most promising
pupils the young Peter Martins, born in Copenhagen in
1946. With his elegant body and handsome blond head, he
was in the princely Bruhn tradition. At 18 he became a
member of the company.
Through Williams' recommendations
he frequently
appeared as guest artist with the New York City Ballet from
1967 to 1970, when he joined the company. At first,
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however, his neatness and drive for cool perfection irritated
Balanchine. He danced frequently with Balanchine 's favorite
ballerina, Suzanne Farrell, and when she left in 1971 he
considered himself an outsider. In time, however, as he says
in Far from Denmark, he came to realize that Balanchine was
experimenting with pushing classical technique to its utmost,
and with that recognition his American career began to fall
into place. Farrell returned in 1975, and again she and
Martins performed notably together in such Balanchine
works as Chaconne and Tzigane.
Because of his height, appreciated by ballerinas en
pointe, and because he always took a keen interest in
complementing and presenting them, Martins seemed best
suited to hero parts. But in Union Jack, with a cigarette
dangling from his lips, he was very funny. He was however,
most identified with the role of Apollo in Balanchine 's ballet
of the same name. Critics were unanimous in deciding that
he completely looked the part with his chiseled features and
solid broad-shouldered strength. Martins, a dancer of grand
and magnificently easy technique, also won audiences with
his self-effacement. He performed in Nutcracker (Ivanov),
Coppelia, and a one act Swan Lake. But mostly he shone in
works by Balanchine and Jerome Robbins. There were also
opportunities to dance Bournonville. Martins appeared on
TV many times and in the film, The Turning Point. On
several occasions he returned to Copenhagen for guest
appearances.
As early as 1977, Martins tried his hand at choreography . His first attempt, Calcium Light Music (composer,
Charles Ives), was highly successful. He has gone on to other
successes - Suite from Histoire du Soldat (composer,
Stravinsky), Lille Suite (composer, Carl Nielsen), and The
Magic Flute (composer, Riccardo Drigo). In 1985 he broke in
to Broadway by choreographing Andrew Lloyd Webber's
Song and Dance.
Balanchine died in 1983, and Martins, Jerome Robbins,
and Lincoln Kirstein, Balanchine's patron in the beginning,
took over the New York City Ballet, each carrying the title of
co-ballet master in chief.
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Peter Schaufuss
Martins and Stanley Williams were instrumental 1n
introducing another young Danish technical whiz to
Balanchine. Peter Schaufuss, who watched one of
Balanchine's classes and then took one himself, was quickly
asked to join the New York City Ballet. Born in 1950, the son
of two principal dancers of the Royal Danish Ballet, Mona
Vangsaa and Frank Schaufuss, Peter, who entered the Royal
Ballet School at the age of seven, began studying with
Williams shortly before the latter moved to New York. He
was more interested in sports, and he credits Williams with
helping him decide to become a dancer. He made his official
debut at the age of 17.
In order to guest star with the National Ballet of Canada
and the London Festival Ballet he took frequent leaves of
absence. In London he began to work seriously on the
spectacular physical build that has become his trademark.
With his mop of curly, sandy blond hair, and slightly
crooked nose Schaufuss appeared on stage as engagingly
cheerful.
He did not get on well, however, with Balanchine. In
1977 a musicians' strike and an injury to Ivan Nagy at the
American Ballet Theater pushed Schaufuss into dancing
Albrecht to Natalia Makarova's Giselle. The barrage of
cheers for his performance convinced him that he was far
better in dramatic roles than in Balanchine's neoclassical
ballets, and he left the New York City Ballet.
His new path opened many doors and as he jetted off to
distant parts of the globe to make guest appearances, he
gained more fame. He has danced about every leading male
role in the international repertory. He is the only dancer to
have appeared as Romeo in three different versions (John
Neumeier's, John Cranko's, and Nureyev's) of Romeo and
Juliet. So his range extends from Petipa and Bournonville
classics to Glen Tetley's Sphnix. Dance critics often remark
that Schaufuss' virtuosity has a touch of "transcendent
mystery," achieved with almost a dangerous swiftness, a
refusal to wait "safely" for the beat. He has also won acclaim
for his stagings of Bournonville.
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Adam Liiders
Appearing at the New York City Ballet at the same time
as Schaufuss was another young Dane, Adams Ltiders, also
born in Copenhagen in 1950. He entered the Royal Danish
Ballet School at the age of twelve and joined the corps de
ballet six years later. Soon he was dancing solo and principal
roles in Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, and in ballets of
Bournonville,
Balanchine,
and Cranko.
Again like
Schaufuss, he was engaged by the London Festival Ballet.
The noted dance critic, Clive Barnes, credited
Balanchine with making Luders a star, harnessing his alien
quality. At first reviewers noted that he was "easily
flustered." His disheveled blond hair hardly looked as
though it belonged to a ballet dancer. But seeing the
potential beyond a bad case of nerves, Balanchine cast him
in the leads of Don Quixote and The Four Temperaments
and created leads for him in Kammermusik No. 2 and Robert
Schumann's DavidsbUndlertiinze, in which Liiders played
the part of the composer who went mad. Liiders also
originated principal roles in Martins' Rossini Quartets and in
Robbins' In Memory Of. When he undertook the staging of a
Bournonville ballet for the School of American Ballet's
annual workshop, he reconstructed the work from Bournonville' s notes so that it was danced as it had not been since the
mid-nineteenth century.
lb Andersen
Again in 1980 Peter Martins reached out to Denmark
and encouraged lb Andersen to join the New York City
Ballet. A few months after the boyish star started working
for Balanchine, Barton Wimble wrote, " ... he is small,
fragile and withdrawn, the charisma hidden behind distant
gray eyes that have the unapproachable
look of a
mesmerized faun in a silent grove." Elfin is an adjective
often applied to lb Andersen with his expressive eyes and
pointed chin.
He was born in Copenhagen in 1954. Because Liiders did
not enter the Royal Ballet School till he was 13, he was in
class at the same time as seven-year-old lb Andersen. Later
lb studied with Volkova. He was already a principal dancer
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at 20. Seeing him dance Bournonville's Napoli with the
Royal Danish Ballet in New York in 1976, a critic wrote, "lb
Andersen's infectious love of moving makes an immediate
impact ... He always gives the impression of discovering the
dancing afresh ... "
Like Bruhn, Martins, Schaufuss, and Liiders, lb Andersen knew in his apprentice days that he would eventually
leave Denmark.
Echoing them, he said, "I wanted
challenges, and I had this great curiosity."
In his first year with the New York City Ballet, he
danced a large segment of its repertory. Balanchine also
created a leading role in Ballade for him. For the company's
Tchaikovsky Festival of 1981, he appeared so frequently that
Time dubbed it an lb Andersen Festival. The new works
were Balanchine's Mozartiana, Robbins' Pas de Deux (from
the First Piano Concerto), and Piano Pieces, and John Tara's
"Trio Waltz" from Tempo di Valse. For the 1982 Stravinsky
Festival, lb Andersen was featured in Martins' Concerto for
Two Solo Pianos. Like Liiders, he performed a leading role
in Davidsbiindlertiinze . Again like Martins and Liiders, he
has been seen frequently on television.
Flemming Flindt
The most recent Danish import has been Flemming
Flindt, who did not settle in the United States until he had
retired from dancing and a somewhat stormy but brilliant
career as artistic director and choreographer of the Royal
Danish Ballet (1966-1978), where he was strongly attracted
to experimentation. His Triumph of Death, for example, was
a series of horrific tableaux that called for mime, elaborate
stage apparatus, and occasional nudity.
Born in Copenhagen in 1936, Flindt was first accepted
into the corps of the Royal Danish Ballet in 1955 and quickly
became a leading dancer, applauded also for his dark good
looks. Later he appeared with the London Festival Ballet and
the Paris Opera Ballet, where he was given the title of
premier danseur etoile. In 1981, Flindt accepted the post of
artistic director of the Dallas Ballet, where he has presented a
varied repertory of Bournonville, classical, and modern.
Ballets created by Flindt and introduced in America by the
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Dallas Ballet include The Miraculous Mandarin, The Four
Seasons, The Toreador, and Salome. His choreography
reflects his strong interest in the drama.
Flindt's wife Vivi is a well-known international dancer,
who often has been Nureyev's partner. She has created many
roles in her husband's works. Currently she is chairperson
for the Dallas Ballet Academy.
Nina Stroganova
The rather infrequent tours of the Royal Danish Ballet
have brought charming Danish ballerinas to the attention of
the American public. But only two Danish-born female
dancers, Nina Stroganova and Toni Lander, had long careers ·
in this country.
Nina Stroganova, born Nina Rigmor Str0m in Copenhagen in 1920, studied with the famous Russian ballerina,
Olga Preobrajenska, in Paris before coming to the United
States in 1937 to dance with the Mordkin Ballet. Like
Petroff, she had assumed a Russian name. Stroganova, who
married Vladimir Dokoudovsky, a leading dancer, was a
charter member of Ballet Theater (American Ballet Theater)
and in two seasons created the role of Cat in Adolf Bolm' s
Peter and the Wolf and roles in Anton Dolin's Quintet and
Capriccioso. For Dolin's version of Pas de Quatre, she
appeared as Lucile Grahn, the famous Danish ballerina of
the Romantic Age. Best in roles in the classical repertory,
Stroganova danced with the Original Ballet Russe from 1942
to 1950, often on tour through America. Frequently Petroff
was her partner. Many times called a throwback to the
Imperial Russian Ballet, she played one of her most
memorable parts as the Russian ballerina in Tudor's Gala
Performance.
In 1950 Stroganova and her husband danced Swan Lake
and Giselle at the Royal Theater in Copenhagen. The couple
also appeared as guest artists with Serge Denham' s Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo and other ballet companies for a year
and then began teaching. In 1964 Stroganova made a final
appearance in New York in Swan Lake.
Divorced from Dokoudovsky in 1974, she is currently a
teacher at the New York Conservatory of Dance, which he
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founded. Their daughter, Ludmila Dokoudovsky, and her
husband, Antoni Zalewski, both dancers and choreographers, are the artistic directors of Missouri Concert
Ballet, based in St. Louis.
Toni Lander
Copenhagen-born Toni Pihl Petersen was a beautiful
and promising dancer of 19 when she married Harold
Lander, ballet master-choreographer
of the Royal Danish
Ballet, in 1950. Her dazzling virtuosity in Lander's Etudes
won her international recognition. Soon after their marriage
the Landers left for Paris, where he became director of the
Paris Opera Ballet. Toni Lander danced there, as well as with
the Original Ballet Russe. From 1954 to 1959 she was the
leading ballerina with the London Festival Ballet.
In 1960 she began a long association with American
Ballet Theater. Here she met Bruce Marks, a principal
dancer, whom she married in 1966 following her divorce
from Lander. She is remembered for roles in Miss Julie, in
Balanchine's Theme and Variations, in Jardins aux Lilas, and
Massine's Gaite' Parisienne. Her best Bournonville roles
were in La Sylphide and Flower Festival in Genzano.
Often dancing partners, Toni Lander and Bruce Marks
spent several years with the Royal Danish Ballet, and then
came to Ballet West in Salt Lake City when Marks was
named co-director along with with William Christensen.
Toni Lander was a principal teacher. On Christensen's retirement in 1979, Marks became sole artistic director. After she
divorced him in 1983, Toni Lander continued both as
inspiring teacher and director of many Bournonville ballets.
She died in 1985.
Lew, Willam, and Harold Christensen
Along with the Danish-born dancers, three Mormon
brothers of Danish ancestry have won a solid niche in
American dance history. Indeed, Lew (born 1909), Will am
(born 1902), and Harold (born 1904) Christensen are among
the great pioneers of American ballet. They received their
early training from their uncle Peter in Brigham City, Utah.
Lew and Willam and their girl partners first joined the
vaudeville circuit with their father, Chris Christensen, a
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violinist, who conducted the orchestra. Though theirs was a
regular ballet act, it was called "exotic dancing." After
Willam left the act, Harold joined it. For many Americans
the Christensen brothers provided their first exposure to
ballet.
In 1935 all three were accepted for the American Ballet
led by Balanchine, and Lew quickly became a soloist. In 1936
he appeared as Orpheus in Balanchine's Orpheus and
Eurydice. As Lincoln Kirstein remembers: "Lew was tall,
fair, finely proportioned with a noble head, extremely
musical, possessing an acrobat's dignity, and good taste
matching his advanced technical security. Balanchine was
happy to say there was no male dancer outside Russia who
could match him as a danseur noble." Two years later
Balanchine asked Lew to dance the title role of Apollo for the
American premiere of his ballet. He was ideal in the part,
later to be identified with Peter Martins.
Lew toured with Ballet Caravan. Then in 1941 he joined
the Army, serving for four years. After the war he returned
to Balanchine as a member of the faculty of the School of
American Ballet and as ballet master of the New York City
Ballet.
Meanwhile Willam had become artistic director of the
San Francisco Opera Ballet and the following season was
named director of the company that would become the San
Francisco Ballet. Lew began to shuttle back and forth across
the country, helping Willam and also Balanchine on a parttime basis. When Willam left for Utah in 1951, Lew took
over the reins of the San Francisco Ballet. He was sole
director until 1974 when Michael Smuin joined him. Under
Willam's leadership, the San Francisco company had staged
the first full length production of Swan Lake in the United
States.
Lew became a busy choreographer. As early as 1937 he
had created Filling Station (composer, Virgil Thomson) in
which both he and Harold danced. Five years later came
another ballet which entered the repertory of many
companies - Jinx (composer, Benjamin Britten). In San
Francisco Lew created such ballets as Beauty and the Beast
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(composer, Maurice Ravel), Con Amore (composer, Ravel),
Airs de Ballet (composer, Andre' Gretry), Scarlatti Portfolio,
and Vivaldi's Concerto Grosso.
Harold, who also toured with Ballet Caravan, joined his
brothers at the San Francisco Ballet. He retired from dancing
in 1946 to direct the school founded by Will am. One of his
most famous pupils is Cynthia Gregory.
In 1984 the Christensen brothers, recipients of many
other awards, received the Capezio Dance Award, an honor
which read, " ... these Western pioneers who grew out of
American vernacular dance have made ballet prosper
wherever they settled." In 1985, after a 57-year-career and
after choreographing more than 100 ballets, operas, and
musicals, Lew Christensen died. At 83 Willam is still active
as director of the Ballet West Ballet School.
In 1985 an Icelander, Helgi Tomasson, a principal
dancer with Balanchine in the 1970s, took over as head of the
San Francisco Ballet. Tomasson received part of his training
in Denmark at the Pantomime Theater in Tivoli Gardens.
This is the proud record so far. As performers, choreographers, artistic directors, and teachers, the dancing Danes
have made an enormous contribution to American ballet
over the past SOyears. And no doubt more stars will follow
them. Bravo!
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Danish-American Literature
in Transition
byDOROTHYBURTONSKARDAL
Danish-American literature was written by Danish immigrants in the United States mainly about and for members
of their own group. Their lives were lived in constant
psychological and cultural flux undergoing the pressures of
assimilation; therefore their literature both grew out of and
recorded multifaceted processes of transition. Today the
literature Danish immigrants wrote is itself in transition:
long unread or forgotten, it is now being rediscovered by
Americans of Danish heritage. This brief introduction to the
main Danish-American writers is meant to stimulate still
more to reclaim their heritage preserved in Danish-language
fiction and poetry.
Publication by Danish immigrants remained much
smaller than that of Norwegians and Swedes in the United
States because the Danes were fewer in number, started
coming to America a generation later, and assimilated more
rapidly than other Scandinavians, thus weakening the
language base necessary for writing and publishing in a nonEnglish tongue. Yet despite this later start and smaller size,
the Danish subculture produced a literature that developed
at the same time and in the same way as other ScandinavianAmerican writing. In only a few characteristics did the
Danish literature differ somewhat from the other two.
The publications of the Danish group, like those of
Swedes and Norwegians, reproduced in miniature the entire
variety and spread of a national literature, including letters
and guidebooks; reminiscences and biographies; essays and
other nonfiction on every conceivable subject including
religion, politics, and history; children's literature and textbooks; every kind and level of fiction, poetry, and plays -55-

all this published in newspapers, magazines, pamphlets,
booklets, and books. Although here we will be concerned
only with belle-lettres, we must not forget this wide range of
publishing activity that prepared and maintained a reading
public for immigrant writing in Danish.
Danish-American literature began in the newspapers
published by and for Scandinavian immigrants, the first of
which appeared in 1847. 1 In all the Danes published about
two hundred newspapers and magazines in the United
States, although many of these were short-lived and some
were joint Dano-Norwegian or pan-Scandinavian ventures.
No one has yet traced the development of literary material in
these journals, but contributions from readers were a special
feature of the immigrant press. Among letters to the editor,
local reports, and historical accounts, original poems
appeared very early, then sketches, and finally fiction both short stories and serialized novels. The leading DanishAmerican authors frequently published their work in newspapers. With the varied reading matter they offered, sometimes they were hard to distinguish from immigrant
magazines, which also developed rapidly from the 1870s.
Danish-language publishing houses grew out of this
periodical press. Some were religious, like the Lutheran
Publishing House in Blair, Nebraska, organ for Inner
Mission publications, and Dansk Boghandels Forlag in
Cedar Falls, Iowa, organ for the Grundtvigians; there were
also secular publishers in several towns and cities of the
Middle West, one of the largest of which was C. Rasmussens
Forlag in Minneapolis and Chicago. A large number of
Danish-American books were also privately printed at the
authors' expense. However, more Danish-American literature was published in periodical than in book form. Major
research projects are needed to find the fiction, poetry, and
essays hidden in files of Danish (and Norwegian) journals
before we can study Danish-American literature as a whole.
In the nineteenth centuries the Danish and Norwegian
written languages were almost identical, and a considerable
number of Danish items appeared in the NorwegianAmerican press.
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Book publication of Danish-American belles-lettres
seems to have begun with a volume of poems called Ved
0resund og Mississippi by J. Valdemar Borchenius, first
edition c. 1870, second enlarged edition 1884. Collections of
poetry, including much occasional verse, continued to
appear in considerable numbers and made up the largest
category of privately printed books in Danish.
Danish-American fiction in book form appeared in the
1880s, when two major writers published their first novels:
Adam Dan and Kristian 0stergaard. By the 1890s the
literature was in full bloom, and it continued to flower with
important publications through the decade of the Great
Depression. It seems that the Danish branch of Scandinavian-American literature suffered less of a setback than the
other two branches during the 100%-American hysteria of
World War I and the hard 1930s. Two Danish-language
novels were published at Blair, Nebraska, as late as the
1950s. 2 However, the Danish production was much smaller
than the other two Scandinavian ethnic literatures, totaling
no more than an estimated three hundred individually
published titles in book and pamphlet form. Of these, a
remarkably large proportion - one scholar claims over one
fourth - were published in Denmark, 3 evidence of the
comparatively high quality of Danish immigrant writing.
Although Danish-language
publication had practically
ceased by 1960 (with the exception of two newspapers and a
church journal still appearing today, with mixed Danish and
English contents 4), a new novel called Den lange Plovfure:
Blade av Udvandrerens Saga (The Long Furrow: Pages of the
Emigrant's Story) by Enok Mortensen appeared in Denmark
in 1984. This is certainly one of the last books that will ever
be published by a Scandinavian immigrant author in the
native language, but the Scandinavian branch of American
ethnic literature in English is still going strong as part of the
enthic revival in the United States.
It might be argued that all this immigrant fiction and
poetry in Danish was not needed. Those few immigrants
interested in reading serious literature could have imported it
from Denmark - as some did - until they knew English
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well enough to go over to American books, as their children
did. But just as neither Danish nor American newspapers
met the specific needs of Danish-Americans, so neither
Danish nor American literature focused on their special
story. In both cases the immigrant group had to develop its
own publications: newspapers and literature to record and
interpret the full range of the special immigrant experience
that neither Danes nor Americans shared.
What was special about this experience can be called
transition, the whole continuous complex of psychological
and sociological change summed up in the word assimilation. The process by which Danes turned into Americans
was slow, difficult, and seldom completed in the lifetime of
persons who emigrated as adults. Through modification of
their original Danish identity, at best they achieved more or
less satisfactory adjustment to American society rather than
full assimilation into it. Much of the psychological transition
they went through was unconscious, but the authors of their
group saw it more clearly than most and wrote about what
they considered to be typical experiences of daily life for
various types and classes of fellow immigrants. Thus most of
their fiction was realistic in its record of how, conflict by
conflict and choice by choice, Danes turned gradually into
Danish-Americans whose children became Americans.
No doubt writing about such problems of psychological
transition served as personal therapy for the authors themselves. But such literature also served several functions for
readers: in part the pleasure of escaping from their own
limited lives; in part the therapy of comparing their own
situation with that of others; in part the realization that as
Danish-Americans they were not alone. Fiction and poetry
written by immigrants for immigrants thus not only
contributed to reference-group formation but also provided
models of identification and behavior that gave moral
guidance to immigrant readers, serving both psychological
and sociological needs of great importance to the group.
Yet immigrant writers faced enormous difficulties
unknown to writers in Danish or any other national literature. In the first place, their use of a minority language
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doomed to die out drastically limited their potential
audience. They were writing for readers of mainly lowerclass origin preoccupied with goals of material advancement
and not much interested in literary art; they had to write in a
popular tradition to reach such readers at all. Those whose
works were published in Denmark had a larger public, but
usually their proclaimed purpose was to teach homeland
Danes about their emigrated countrymen. For both readerships, the authors' subject matter therefore tended to be
limited to Danish-American life, and their purpose tended to
be didactic in the tradition of Danish skolela?rerlitteratur. 5
In the second place, most immigrant writers lacked
training in literary art, either from higher education or from
professional criticism. Of course American critics could not
read Danish, while most Danish critics considered emigrant
literature beneath their notice. When Danish-Americans
reviewed each other's books, they were much too kind
because they knew how difficult it was to produce anything
at all. Thus Danish-American authors lived and wrote
largely in isolation without the stimulation or correction of
mentors or peers.
In the third place, immigrant writers had special
problems with the language that was the very lifeblood of
their art because the act of emigration cut them off from their
living mother tongue. All the Scandinavian languages underwent rapid change from the latter part of the nineteenth
century, but immigrants' language tended to remain frozen
at the stage it was when they departed. In addition, their
Danish was rapidly infiltrated - many said corrupted - by
admixtures of English vocabulary and idiom that produced
shifting versions of Danish-American dialect. Those DanishAmerican books published in Denmark had to be heavily
edited to be fully intellible to Danish readers and were sometimes furnished with footnotes or glossaries to explain
Americanized terms.
These were formidable problems for would-be writers,
compounded by the fact that the Scandinavian-American
reading public was too small to support professional authors
at all. Every one had to earn his or her living in some more
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practical activity and write as a hobby in spare time. The
best writers of fiction in all three Scandinavian groups,
however, worked in professions that depend on skill in the
use of words: the ministry, teaching, and journalism. Poets,
on the other hand, might be anything. The best DanishAmerican poet, Anton Kvist, was a bricklayer and mason in
Chicago.
Those who are usually recognized as the four best
Danish writers in America were all Grundtvigians, three of
them ministers and all of them teachers for varying periods
of time. They were thus much more homogeneous than the
leading figures in Norwegian- and Swedish-American literature. A list of these four Danes plus the two best poets
appears at the end of this article with their most important
works. 6
Adam Dan (1848-1931) is the most old-fashioned of the
lot. After theological training in Denmark and Switzerland,
Dan served as a missionary in Africa three years before he
accepted a call from a Danish congregation in Racine,
Wisconsin, in 1871. He spent 57 years as pastor in many
Grundtvigian churches in the United States before his retirement in 1928. Besides his many religious publications, Dan
also wrote six books of poetry and fiction plus large
quantities of contributions to periodicals. His Sejrende
Krcefter (Victorious Powers) (1882) is the earliest DanishAmerican novel yet found. His fiction treats the main themes
typical for this immigrant literature: appreciation for
economic opportunity and political freedom in the USA but
criticism of American materialism and business ethics;
problems of uprootedness and homesickness compounded
by lack of understanding between immigrants and their
children; preservation of Danish culture advocated as the
remedy for these ills. His stories contain a wealth of realistic
details about daily life in farming communities of the Middle
West but are marred by far-fetched plots, two-dimensional
characterization, and author intrusions. His lyric poetry is
much better in artistry, and many of his poems set to music
have been sung at Danish-American gatherings to this day.
Kristian 0stergaard (1855-1931) is the best of the
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Danish immigrant authors and the most prolific. Son of a
small farmer, he attended Askov folkeh0jskole and taught in
a couple of friskoler before he left in 1878 to serve as teacher
in the first folk school in America at Elk Horn, Iowa.
Between 1885 and 1892 he returned to Denmark, where he
founded St0vring folkeh0jskole before he emigrated a
second time, for good. Ordained as a Grundtvigian minister
in 1893, he served in a series of Danish-American Lutheran
churches until his retirement in 1916. From then until his
death in 1931 he wrote and published steadily. In addition to
some town and city settings, his fiction gives a detailed
picture of Danes' life on the last American frontier. He saw
clearly the pioneers' spiritual and cultural poverty amid
physical hardship in their struggle to survive, and he
advocated Grundtvigian education and church life as the
cure. Technically his fiction is much superior to Dan's, with
well-rounded, individualized characters expressing many
different viewpoints in believable plots. He also wrote
excellent poetry, much of which was set to music for both
hymns and patriotic songs. Only these two Danes among
major Scandinavian-American
writers rank high in both
genres of fiction and poetry.
Carl Hansen (1860-1916) studied at Copenhagen
University but did not finish a degree before emigrating. In
the United States he had a varied career as teacher in
folkeh0jskoler, as postmaster and druggist in Tyler, Minnesota, as co-founder and frequent contributor to some of the
best Danish-American magazines, as popular lecturer and
ethnic leader. In 1910 he moved to Ta coma and then Seattle,
where he died. Master of the short story, Hansen published
five volumes of collected stories and one novel mainly about
small-town life in the Midwest, plus a large number of
articles and sketches in periodicals. He was probably the
most skilled of all Danish-American fiction writers, but he
did not live long enough to fulfill his contemporaries'
expectation that he would write a masterpiece.
Enok Mortensen (1902-1984) emigrated as a boy of
sixteen with his family to Iowa in 1919 and got a higher
education in America. He taught at Danish-American
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folkeh0jskoler in the 1920s and was ordained a Grundtvigian
pastor in 1929. He served in several churches until his retirement in 1967, writing important works on Danish church
and immigrant history all the while. His literary production
was long limited to a volume of short stories, a play, and
two novels published in the 1930s, but he also wrote a
considerable number of short stories and sketches for ethnic
magazines. Since his setting was usually twentieth-century
city life, his fiction added an important urban dimension to
this literary record. After many years of mainly historical
writing, in the 1980s Mortensen returned to belles-lettres and
published his English-language memoir A Danish Boyhood
in 1981, then Den ZangePlovfure in 1984, based on the life of
his wife's grandfather, a pioneering Danish immigrant
pastor.
The two best Danish-American poets must also be mentioned. Anton Kvist (1878-1965) received only minimal elementary-school education in Denmark but had learned the
mason's trade before he settled in Chicago in 1902. He had a
modest opinion of his own ability but felt nonetheless, like
many other immigrant poets, that he had a function to fulfill
for his group:
Ikke blandet de store Skjalde
straler jeg i Ryets Spange;
jeg er kun et Slidets Fange,
f0dt hvor Savnets Skygger f aide I
Men - jeg har en Sang at synge,
som skal Glans i Mindet slynge,
som skal Hab og Mod forynge;
tag da, LandsmcEnd, disse Sange.
(Fred og Fejde, 1917, p. 6) 7
Kvist was good at expressing the very mixed emotions
specific to the immigrant experience:
TcEres du af L<Engsel,f0lg din L<EngselsLyst
bort fra Savn og Tr<Engsel til en bedre KystlGlem dog ej pa F<Erden, mens du stcEvner frem:
L<Engslenud i Verden blir til L<Engselhjem!
( "Vandresang," 1927)8
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August Bang (1887-1959) emigrated in 1913, after his
first collection of poems had been published in Denmark. He
settled in Cedar Falls, Iowa, where he became editor and
publisher of the important
Grundtvigian
newspaper
Dannevirke, and also owned and operated a travel bureau
and bookstore.
His frequent contributions
to Danish
periodicals both in Denmark and the United States were of
high quality, and the best of his poems appeared in the book
Livet i Vold (1938). The following selection from this book
expresses typical Grundtvigian faith and joy in peoplehood:
Jeg har Danmark i min Sjad
syngende i Blodet
fra min Isse til min H«El,
sk0nt jeg selv forlod det:
Ud fra Hjemmets Strand jeg drog
Dr0mmens Mal at s0geEvigt miter Dannebrog
og min Hjemstavns B0ge ...
Glad jeg synger, hvor jeg gar
over hele Kloden I Danmark b0lger i mit Har,
jeg er dansk i Roden.
Og hvor jeg far Voxekar,
standser jeg pa F«Erden.
Danmark er, hvor Danske bor
over hele Verden I
("En danske amerikaner," 1934)9
One who is acquainted with both Danish- and Norwegian-American literature is struck by the difference in
tone between the two, at least in the case of their most
important authors. The Norwegian Ole R0lvaag is of course
the best known of all Scandinavian-language
writers;
indeed, he is among the very best of all American immigrant
authors of any kind. His overall portrayal of immigrant life
is much darker and sadder than that of the best DanishAmericans. In this R0lvaag agrees with the two writers
usually ranked as next best after him, Waldemar Ager and
Simon Johnson. These three Norwegians concur in the view
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that immigration was a tragic experience, that the first
generation tended to lose more psychologically and
spiritually than they gained materially in America. The
major Danish writers were certainly not blind to the cost of
losing the fatherland, but their Grundtvigian faith - and in
particular Grundtvig' s concept of folkelighed (peoplehood)
- gave them hope that a superior life of culture and
achievement combining the best Danish and American
characteristics could be developed in their new homeland.
These lines from a poem by Adam Dan summarize their
optimistic view:
Det skal ses, pa en Fremtid vi tro'r
for vort Folk pa Amerikas Jord!
Korn lad os vcEre
med til at bcEre
Sten til det Tempel, hvor med vi cEre
Landet, vi kared til Hjem .
Og det Tempel er HjemkcErlighed;
lad os lcEggeden Grundtanke ned,
at vi ma samle
os om det gamle,
hvis ej det ny, vi bygge, skal ramie!
Mindet er Fremtidens Mo'r.
("Mit Folk i Amerika, " 1899)10
The Danes thus stand closer to the more positive
acceptance of assimilation expressed by the fourth top Norwegian-American writer, Johannes B. Wist. Together with
him (and others) they provide an alternative interpretation
of immigrant experience to the better known, darker picture
in R0lvaag ' s novel Giants in the Earth and its sequel Peder
Victorious. This ethnic literature reminds us forcibly that we
should not speak of the immigrant experience; there was no
such thing. Within the Scandinavian group, or even just the
Danish one, life in America and individual reactions to it
varied widely.
This reminder is one of the functions that DanishAmerican literature can perform for us today, but there are
more. After long neglect it is now being rediscovered and
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reclaimed like other immigrant writing not in English as part
of American literature. Within the past few years a wide
range of Danish ethnic activities have sprung up within the
general ethnic revival, such as the founding in 1977 of the
Danish American Heritage Society that publishes this
journal, the DIAL project now in progress to list Danish
immigrant records, the Danish-American museum taking
form at Elk Horn, Iowa. On the academic level there is
growing activity too: important Danish reprints in the Arno
Press series "Scandinavians in America" from 1979, Rochelle
and Robert Wright's Danish Emigrant Ballads and Songs in
1983, Frederick Hale's collection of translated letters Danes
in North America in 1984. The first American doctorate on
Danish-American literature by John Mark Nielsen of Dana
College is in progress at the University of Nebraska; two
novels of Sephus Winther' s English-language trilogy from
the 1930s about Danish farmers in Nebraska are back in
print, and the Nebraska University Press has been considering reprinting work by Carl Hansen and Kristian 0stergaard
in English translation.
In Denmark, too, where a decade ago Kristian Hvidt
was the only emigration historian, today there is a whole
group at the University of Copenhagen under the leadership
of Lecturer Erik Helmer Pedersen, whose full-length history
of Danish migration to America Dr0mmen om Amerika, has
just been published. A major exhibition on Danish emigration at the National Museum in Brede in 1984 drew record
crowds, in connection with which a short popular history of
the subject was published including a chapter on DanishAmerican literature by Stig Pilgaard Olsen. Mr. Olsen
completed the first Danish thesis ever written on the subject
at Arhus University in 1982. At Alberg the emigrant
archive founded by Chicago Danes in 1932 was recently
taken over by government sponsorship and guaranteed
financial support.
Why such interest now after long neglect? Partly the
current search for roots, no doubt; partly the belated
recognition that American literature included much writing
in other languages than English by all immigrant groups;
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partly the admission to serious academic study of popular
and second-rate literature as sociological and historical
source material; partly the fact that all the developed nations
of the earth are now receiving immigrants, and this older
literature can teach a great deal about their problems of
transition and assimilation. In addition to the psycho- and
sociological functions it served for Danish-Americans when
it was written, their literature has both literary and historical
functions for us today. In spite of artistic weaknesses, these
books work as literature. They take us into the hearts and
minds of Danish immigrants in the past so that we share
imaginatively in their quite different lives. This literature
records their own views of their role in American life and
should therefore serve as source material for historians along
with letters, diaries, and memoirs
all contemporary
records of the lives and attitudes of real people, our
forebears, in a vanished time.

FOOTNOTES
1 For an account of these early newspapers, evidently joint efforts
among Scandinavian groups, see Theodore C. Blegen, Norwegian
Migration to America, Vol. II, The American Transition (Northfield,
Minn.: Norwegian-American Historical Assn. , 1940), pp. 277-299.
For the story of the entire newspaper press , see Marion Marzolf , The
Danish Language Press in America (New York: Arno Press, 1979),
and Erik Helmer Pedersen, Dn,mmen om Amerika (The Dream of
America) (Copenhagen: Politikens Forlag, 1985), pp. 242-249.
2 Agnes Ringsborg, Fortcellinger fra Hverdagslivet (Stories from Everyday Life) and Ga Vcek, Skygge, lad Solen skinne (Go Away, Clouds,
Let the Sun Shine), both published by the Lutheran Publishing House
at Blair, Nebraska, in 1955 and 1956 .
3 Stig Pilgaard Olsen, "Den dansk-amerikanske
Litteratur,"
i
Dr"mmen om Amerika (Brede: Nationalmuseet, 1984), p. 104. This
brief survey of Danish-American life was published in connection with
an exhibition about emigration at the Danish National Museum in
1984 and must not be confused with the full-length book with the
same title by Erik Helmer Pedersen listed in footnote 1 above.
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4 These are the weekly newspapers Den danske Pioneer, founded in
Omaha in 1872 and moved to Chicago in 1958, and Bien, founded in
San Francisco in 1882, moved to Los Angeles in 1975; and the monthly
journal Church and Life (until 1984 Kirke og Folk) printed in Askov,
Minnesota, since 1952 as the organ of Grundtvigian Lutherans.
5 "Skolelcererlitteratur,"

literally "school-teacher literature," flourished
as a subdivision of Danish literature in the latter half of the nineteenth
century. Much of it was written by teachers at folkehq,jskoler on a
popular level to teach the proper principles of modern Christian life
according to Grundtvig.

6 The fullest and best account of Danish-American literature to date is
Stig Olsen, "Dansk emigrant litteratur i Amerika," Thesis Arhus
1982. I have also treated the subject as part of Scandinavian-American literature in my book The Divided Heart (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1974) and an article "Scandinavian-American Literature" in Ethnic Perspectives in American Literature , eds. Robert J. Di
Pietro and Edward Ifkovic (New York: Modern Language Assn.,
1983), pp. 232-265. See also my articles "Danish-American Literature: A Call to Action," Scandinavian Studies, 48/ 4 (1976), pp. 405425, and "A Danish Dream of America," MELUS, 8/ 4 (Winter 1981),
pp. 5-23. Helmer Pedersen's Drq,mmen om Amerika gives a short
overview on pp. 250-253.
7 Not among the great scalds

do I shine in the clasp of fame;
I am only a prisoner of toil,
born where shadows of want fall!
But - I have a song to sing,
that shall lend radiance to the memory,
that shall rejuvenate hope and courage;
receive then, my fellow countrymen, these songs
(Peace and Feud)
8 Are you wasting away for longing, follow your longing's desire
away from want and hardship to a better coast! Forget not, however, on your travel while you head forward:
The longing to go out in the world becomes longing to go home!
("Hikingsong" 1927)
9 I have Denmark in my soul
singing in my blood
from head to toe,
although I left it on my own:
Away from my homeland's beach I went
to seek the goal of my dreams Eternally mine is Dannebrog
and the beeches of my native soil ...
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Happily I sing wherever I walk
all over the entire globelDenmark flows in my hair,
I am Danish to the core.
And where I find conditions for growth,
I stop my travel.
Demark is where Danes dwell
all over the entire world!
(A Danish-American 1934)
10 It shall be seen, in the future we believe
for our people on America's soil!
Come, let us help
to carry
stones to the temple, with which we honor
this country we chose for our home.
And this temple is love for our home;
let us embed that fundamental idea,
that we must gather
around the old,
if not the new we are building shall tumble!
Remembrance is mother to our future.
("My people in America," 1899)
The foregoing translations are by Kaja Volb~k , Lake Oswego,
Oregon.
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The Grass Is Always Greener On The
Other Side Of The Fence ....
About the Early Life of Peter Lassen
by RENE WEYBYE LASSEN

The Meeting Place of the Old Village of Farum.
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Years ago, when I was a young boy, I remember my
grandmother was telling about her grand-uncle. His name
was Peter and he went to America many years before she
was born.
Just being a schoolboy at that time, I didn't pay much
attention to what she was talking about. For me it was just
the talk of old people, about their old folks, who were not
alive any more. That couldn't really fascinate a twelve year
old boy.
Today I know I should have been listening with much
more interest.
One thing is for sure, however; I remember she told that
her grand-uncle was Peter Lassen and that a park in California was named after him.
When my grandmother, Ida Johanne Lassen, died
August 1963 my father took over the correspondence with
her brother, August C. Larsen, who was living in California.
At that time I was eighteen years old. I was interested to
see how much English I really did learn in school so I decided
to write a letter or two to uncle August in America. I
remember writing some long letters and I had some very nice
answers.
In 1964 some of August's relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Elanson Amos Douglas, from California came to visit us in
Copenhagen. That was the beginning of many letters
crossing over the Atlantic Ocean . . ..
In 1966 August C. Larsen died in Santa Clara, California. The last time he saw Denmark was when he left in 1902.
From the relatives of August I later heard again about
the relationship with Peter Lassen. That reminded me of
what my grandmother had been telling years ago, and I
found it was time to find out as much as possible about Peter
Lassen.
First I read a few books about him. Great was my
surprise; to be reading about Peter was almost like reading
about myself. His optimism, his way of handling problems,
even his stubbornness I can recognize in the family over here
and in myself.
Then I began to search what I could find out from other
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reliable sources. That meant that I had to go through a lot of
records from many different churches. Here in Denmark we
simply call these records church books.
Especially the baptismal records could tell a little and
add some new names. It was quite a job but anyway, it was
possible to get some information.
What I found from asking my father and my fat her' s
brother was very little, almost nothing indeed. However,
they both remembered their mother talking about Peter
Lassen as a relative but not how he was related.
I certainly regretted not listening years ago.
Let us go back in time. Back to the year 1800 when Peter
was born. His family name wasn't Lassen. His father's name
was Lars Nielsen and if Peter was born today he would
simply have been called Peter Nielsen. But at that time it was
quite normal among Danish farmers that their children took
their family name in honor of their fat her' s first name. So
Peter was the son of Lars, and that is why he called himself
Peter Larsen.

No. 5 Sovej, Farum. Peter Lassen could very well have been born
here. Photo taken 1924.
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In Denmark he spelled his name in different ways.
Sometimes he was just Peter Larsen, sometimes Peter
Larssen. At other times he called himself Peter Larsen Farum.
Farum was the name of the village where he was born.
Today, I guess, it is impossible to find out why he took
the name of Lassen. Maybe he took it because it was easier to
pronounce for Americans. Maybe he thought it just sounded
better.
Peter Lassen was born at Farum, a small village about
15 miles north of Copenhagen. Today Farum is some sort of
suburb with new houses in the old fields. But the house in
which I suppose Peter Lassen was born is still there!
In the book: Lassen, His Life and Legacy by Ruby
Johnson Swartzlow, it is told that Peter Lassen lived in this
house, No. 5 Sovej, Farum, for some years.
When Peter was born in 1800, this house was a sort of
social institution according to the old registration papers
from Farum. In the same documents you can read that the
building was called the Poor House of Farum. I have to
mention that it had nothing to do with the so-called work
houses, as we know them from England.
It was just a house built for the poor farm laborers who
could rent a little apartment here for almost nothing. At that
time many farm laborers were working at the large estate
called Farumgaard. Most of these laborers could not afford a
little farmhouse of their own and they had to live in the
poorhouse.
From the beginning the house was divided into six
apartments so we can imagine how little room there was for
each family.
It is certain that Peter Lassen's parents came to Farum
after May 22, 1799. On this day they had their first-born
child, a son, baptized in the church of Norre Herlev, a village
about ten miles away. At that time they must have been
living there.
On October 31, 1800, Peter was born at Farum. It seems
that he was the only child Lars Nielsen and his wife had in
this village.
Already on March 6, 1803, the baptismal records of
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No. 5 Sovej, Farum. Photo taken 1912.

Norre Herlev show that Peter's parents had their third child,
a daughter named Stine, here.
That shows that the family must have moved back to
Norre Herlev from Farum early in 1803 and maybe before
that time. It also shows that they only stayed at Farum for a
short time; for approximately two and a half to three years,
perhaps even less.
It is obvious that nothing had tied them to the village of
Farum. Not even a farmhouse of their own, I suppose.
Lars Nielsen may have been working at the estate of
Farumgaard. Here they had a mill, fields and also cows, pigs
and sheep. The estate gave work to many people.
If they didn't have a house of their own there was only
one place to live: the poorhouse!
This is why I really think that Peter Lassen was born at
No. 5 Sovej, Farum.
Then it needed to be determined if the house really was
so old that it could have been the birth place of Peter Lassen.
At the city hall of Farum, I was told that, according to
their papers, the house was dated from 1880. The style,
however, shows that it must be older than that. The tie-74-

beams go right through the walls and they are sticking out on
each side of the windows as can be seen in the photos. In
1880 people would not have built their houses that way.
Fortunately I talked to the two families who are now
living in the house. They could add that in the registration
papers of the house, it stated that it originally was "The
Poorhouse on the Land of the Streets in Farum," meaning, of
course, that it was located on public land.

The Estate of Farumgaard. Peter Lassen's father may have
worked here.

In a land register from 1878 the house is shown and
mentioned. This proves that it must be older than from 1880.
The owners have been told that the house was built in
1779. This could very well be right, according to the style.
· Some people think it has been described already in 1760
as the poor house of the village.
It is told that it had twenty-four inmates in 1848. It is
also told that for some years a family of twelve members was
living in one of the apartments.
Today, the inner walls of the house still show the
original materials from the time it was built: clay and straw!
The house might also have been destroyed partly by
fires. Farum did have some big fires and particularly one fire
in 1811 destroyed a lot of houses in the village. But, the
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registration papers of No. 5 Sovej, don't tell anything about
that fire or other fires.
So maybe the house hasn't changed very much since
Peter Lassen was born.
The fact that Peter Lassen's parents moved from Norre
Herlev to Farum, and soon after, back to Norre Herlev
again, was not a coincidence. His father, Lars Nielsen, was
born at Farum on November 17, 1776. His mother, Johanne
Sophie Westergaard, was born at Norre Herlev on June 24,
1776.
For his mother, the records of the church of Norre
Herlev only say: "Schoolmaster Westergaard's daughter
Johanna Sophia, born on June 24, 1776." This is the only
time her name is spelled like that. All other records say
Johanne Sophie ...
Lars Nielsen may have been working at a farm at Norre
Herlev when he met Johanne Sophie. Normally people didn't
go that far from their home to find a wife. They simply
married a neighbor or at least a person from their own
village.
1

1

Farum Church, seen from northeast.
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Farum Church, seen from southeast.

Anway, Lars and Johanne were married in the church of
Norre Herlev on February 24, 1799.
Already the same year, on May 22, they had their first
child, a boy called Johan. This son died in 1811 when he was
only twelve years old.
It is quite clear that having a baby after only three
months of marriage could lead to a scandal in a small village
like Norre Herlev. Besides, Johanne was five months older
than her husband. That was not common either.
Maybe the schoolmaster felt that they had cast a stain
on his honor. Maybe they felt the shame themselves and to
avoid too much gossip they moved to Farum. Here, in Lars
Nielsen's native town, they tried to find their fortune.
Without success, as far as we know.
At Farum, Johanne gave birth to their second child,
Peter, who was born on October 31, 1800. The records of the
church of Farum show that he was baptized on December 7,
1800.
It is mentioned in the baptismal records that Peter was
baptized in his home before he was baptized in the church.
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The Baptismal Font of Farum Church. Peter Lassen
was baptized here on December 7, 1800.

This means that Peter must have been a very weak child
when born. Only when children were so weak that they were
almost dying were they baptized at home.
We all know, however, that he survived and that he
became a strong man.
Very soon after the birth of Peter, the little family
moved back to Norre Herlev again. It is said that they had a
small farm of their own but it cannot be proved. Maybe they
just rented a small piece of land from Mr. Westergaard, the
schoolmaster.
In Norre Herlev they had a new baby; a daughter called
Stine. She was born on March 6, 1803. The baptismal
records tell that she died the same year.
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Still living at Norre Herlev, they had another son, who
was born on August 14, 1804. His name was Niels. The
records here tell that he was baptized in his home by Westergaard. That must have been Johanne Sophie's father. He was
a teacher but at that time a teacher was also some sort of a
parish clerk. These two jobs were really integral parts of
each other. So schoolmaster Westergaard must have been
allowed to baptize his little grandchild. Also this child was
very weak. Little Niels passed away soon after his baptism.
At this time Peter and his older brother Johan were the
only children out of four.
Norre Herlev must have been the first village community Peter saw.

The Dish from the Baptismal Font of Farum Church.
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It is said that Lars Nielsen and his family moved back to
Farum in 1805 or 1806. Maybe they couldn't earn a living at
the farm in Norre Herlev.
Anyway, Peter spent his childhood in Farum from when
he was five or six years old until he was about nine or ten
years of age.
When living here he might have played near the
beautiful Farum Lake. He might have brought home water
from the waterpump in the village, or he could have
dreamed under the big tree which was the center of the
meeting place. At this place the farmers made important
decisions of when to sow the fields, when to harvest and so
on .. .

The Old Waterpump from Farum. Photo taken 1903.

Today people from Farum think that the tree is more
than 300 years old.
Peter may have seen some of these meetings, when each
farmer sat on his own stone , discussing with the others.
Peter may also have had a job as a shepherd boy. His
parents worked hard but they never made a fortune. So an
extra income, even if it was a small one, would help their
economic situation .
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Old-Houses of Farum.

Nothing is told about where they lived in the village.
And following the records from the church, they didn't have
any children in this period of time.
One more time, about 1809, the family moved away
from Farum. Maybe Lars Nielsen had failed again or maybe
there was just no job for him at the big estate any more.
They now hoped they would be able to earn a living at
the town of Hillerod. I know for certain that they had some
friends, or maybe even relatives, in this town.
They did know a Mrs. Smith and her daughter and also
a woman called Karen Marie Nielsdaughter. The last could
have been Lars Nielsen's sister.
No wonder that Peter Lassen felt like a nomad these
years. The family moved from one place to another all the
time. They only stayed a couple of years at each place. They
really never settled but they always tried to find their fortune
somewhere else.
They might have had the feeling that the grass was
always greener on the other side of the fence ....
In Hillerod they had two more children. A son Christian
was born on March 22, 1811 and he was baptized the same
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year on April 12. It was the same year that their oldest son
Johan died.
In 1812 they had a daughter, Karen Marie, born on
December 15. She was baptized on April 11, 1813.
Out of the first four children born, Peter was now the
only one still living. When we know how strong he must
have been in America, we might think he got the strength
from his dead sister and brothers.

FarumChurch and The Dunghill.

About Peter's brother Christian we hear nothing, but
Karen Marie had her confirmation on September 30, 1827.
This means that she stayed with her parents, at least until
this date and maybe even longer.
In America Peter Lassen's friends heard him talking
about a brother of his. This could be his brother Christian.
He did not die as a baby so let us suppose that he grew up
and got work on a farm very early in his life.
It has been impossible to find more children from the
family of Lars Nielsen. Maybe they didn't have any more. In
the church books from Farum, Norre Herlev and Hillerod
there are no more records of the family.
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Just to make sure, I looked in all the church books from
the churches around these three towns. I found nothing.
In Vogel Jorgensen's book on Peter Lassen, it is said that
Peter stayed with his parents until he was seventeen years
old. Then he moved to his father's brother in the town of
Kalundborg. Here he served his apprenticeship with his
uncle. In 1823 he became a blacksmith and moved to Copenhagen. But Lassen couldn't earn a living here and in 1829 he
emigrated to America .....
According to the records at Hillered, his father, Lars
Nielsen, died here in June 1827.
I guess the daughter Karen Marie, stayed with her
mother for some time. As mentioned above she had her confirmation in the fall of 1827.
Peter Lassen's mother, Johanne Sophie, died when she
was 81 years of age.
She died as an inmate at the poor house of Hillered in
1857 only two years before her son Peter died in California.
Upon seeing Peter Lassen's grave near Susanville, California last summer, I immediately understood why he had
chosen exactly this place as a resting place for himself. The
whole landscape with the meadows and the trees in the background, really looks like a Danish landscape.

Farum Lake
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It looks as if Peter's parents failed every time they tried
to build up a new future for themselves.
Were they kind of losers?
I don't really think so. We must not forget that it was a
very bad time for Denmark in these years. The country was
at war with England for some years and when the war was
over, it had lost a lot of money and almost all the Danish
fleet. Denmark went bankrupt in 1813 ....
The farmers and the farm laborers had always been
poor, so no wonder they suffered a lot. It must have been
quite impossible for a man like Lars Nielsen to make a
fortune of his own.
On November 9, 1840, a boy was born at the Royal
Birth Institution of Copenhagen. In spite of this fine name,
the institution was just one of the poor houses of Copenhagen at that time.
An old law said that all children, born at the poor
houses had to be baptized the second day after their birth. So
the little boy was named Carl Emil on November 10.

Farum Church, seen from southeast.
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This Carl Emil happened to be my grandmother's
father.
The church book just show his two first names written
in ink. No more. The family name of Larsen has been added
later. It is written in another handwriting and with a pencil.
It is followed by this sentence: "Family name added because
of the mother's wish."
Even the mother's name is now there. She was Caroline
Larsen, 28 years of age.
In those days it was a terrible thing for an unmarried girl
to have a child. It is obvious that Caroline had been hiding at
the beginning but later she came back to give her son the
name of the family.
Maybe she even took him away from the orphange. I
think so because Carl Emil Larsen was not living in Copenhagen five years later, according to the census papers of
Copenhagen from 1845.
Maybe I should dare to follow the myth of my family. It
says that Carl Emil should be the son of Peter Lassen's sister!
Did Peter Lassen have one more sister, named Caroline,
who could be the mother of Carl Emil 7
As mentioned it has been impossible to find more sisters
and brothers of Peter.
So, my theory goes like this: Caroline Larsen might be
identical with Karen Marie Larsen, Peter's sister. She was
born in 1812 and must have been 28 years old in 1840 when
Carl Emil was born.
Besides, in Danish the pronounciation of the names
Karen Marie and Caroline is almost the same. If Karen Marie
wanted to hide her real name she could have called herself
Caroline.
I think that Karen Marie brought the boy back to her
mother and herself in Hillered where he lived with them.
To the neighbors, and to the boy, they might have told
a story about "his mother Caroline, who died ... ," or
something like that.
Only Karen Marie and her mother knew that she never
existed.
I do think that Carl Emil had the impression that Karen
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Marie was his mother's sister and that Johanne Sophie was
his grandmother.
This is only a theory, but, a strange thing which really
amazes me is that when Carl Emil Larsen became an adult,
he had three daughters of his own.
The first one was called Caroline, in honor of the name
of his mother, whatever he had been told about her.
The second daughter was strangely enough named
Marie.
The third daughter was baptized Ida Johanne .. .
She was born in 1880 and she was my father's mother.
The question is then: Is there a connection between the
names of the women who could have been close relatives of
Carl Emil, and to the names of his daughters?
There might be ....
But until now it has been impossible to answer this
question for certain and maybe we shall never get the
answer.
FOOTNOTES
1 Sources used in preparing this article are: Records from the churches of
Farum, Norre Herlev , Hillerod and the 22 churches in Copenhagen.
2 Peter Lassen of California by T. Vogel Jorgensen (1937) .
3 Lassen , His Life and Legacy by Ruby Johnson Swartzlow (1964).
4 Assistance from the following individuals is gratefully acknowledged.
Karl -Hendrik Jensen of Farum Historical Society
Niels Vang Larsen, photographer, Farum
Bo Manderup Jensen , No. 5 Sovej , Farum
My father , Erik Weybye Lassen, Copenhagen
My uncle, Kai Weybye Lassen, Copenhagen
My cousin, Per Weybye Lassen, Copenhagen
This article is reprinted, with permission , from the Lassen Ledger ,
Journal of the Lassen County Historical Society.
Attention is directed to Peter Lassen Danish Pioneer of California by
Franklin D. Scott , which appeared in The Bridge (Number Eight) ,
Volume V, No. 1, February , 1982. The second paragraph states ,
"Whatever personal records Lassen may have had were lost in the course
of his wanderings, the myths and contradictions and confusions concerning his life are innumerable. Many of the puzzles will remain forever
unsolved." In his article , The Grass is Always Greener on the Other Side
of the Fence, Rene Weybye Lassen tries , most interestingly , to solve some
of these puzzles.
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Table Talk
by L. C. LAURSEN

INTRODUCTION
Table Talk was prepared for the wedding of Margaret
Hansen and Harvey Phillip of Enumclaw, Washington, at
which L. C. Laursen was to have officiated. Laursen's sudden
illness, an illness from which he did not recover, precluded
him from delivering the talk. Table Talk comes from a Notebook Laursen presented to Margaret and Harvey Phillip,
which was shown to Ruth and Ove Nielsen. They thought it
deserved a wider readership and received permission from
Betty Miller, daughter of L. C. Laursen, and Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip to submit it for publication in The Bridge.
L. C. Laursen is better known as a writer under the pennames of Karl Marg and Per Nabo. A few details about L. C.
Laursen accompany Willard Garred's translation of Karl
Marg's The Plov, The Cow, and The Pastor in The Bridge,
Volume VIII, Number 2.
There is an old Anglo-Saxon - and also old Danish word of which the original meaning has been forgotten. It is
the word: Fellowship or Ftelleskab, as we say in Danish. Its
origin goes back to the younger stone age - or, at least, to
the time between the stone age and the development of the
viking; and the meaning of the word "fellowship" is really
this: Those who did fell trees together - and found water.
And such are (or were) the cultural circumstances that
came to give birth to the word. The old settlements in
England, Scandinavia, Denmark, and Germany were all laid
out along the sea-shores, the lakes and the rivers and the
edge of the primeval forests, and they all began to be pretty
crowded. Young people got married and there were hardly
places for a new hut in the village. In the outskirts of every
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community stood set apart the holy grove where the altars
stood for sacrifice to Odin and Thor and the rest of the gods.
And out of this consecrated grove the priest of the locality
would once a year set aside enough trees to be felled for
winter fuel for every family in the village.
But the settlements became crowded and the holy
groves could stand no more thinning out of trees and finally
the day came when the young folks put their heads together
and laid up plans for the next coming early summer
weddings. The youth made revolt.
The youth made revolt and did something that the old
folks thought would make the end of the world come down
upon them, although the revolt was necessary.
The young people got married with all the festal
splendor of a people just gotten out of the stone age, and the
next morning all the new married couples went out of their
old homes, out of their old ancestral village and took their
path up over the hills far away into the virgin tableland,
where no foot had trod except that of the hunted outcast,
and where no rivers were running. The young folks wanted
to start brand new homes and a brand new society!
And now, looking down to the bare necessities of life
absolutely indispensable in a raw-cold and damp climate, the
very first thing that the revolting young people had to look
for would be water, and wood for their house-fire.
So in solidarity cooperation they set out to dig for water
by digging a well, and got fuel for their home-fires by felling
trees in common, started to be called the new "same-found"
(Samfund) and their cooperative life started to be called a
Fellowship. Together they had found water; together they
had felled trees in the virgin forest!
* * * *

But there is something I must not forget to tell: when the
revolting youth started to leave the old village there was a
young bride who took a clay vessel and went into the holy
grove, where the sacrificial fire was burning from the
wedding feast the evening before, and she filled her clay
vessel with the burning embers from the holy fire - and she
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nourished that holy fire during the journey over the hills,
during the search for water and the labor for wood, and in
the evening as the young new married couples sat around the
well in their new community the fire was lighted by holy fire
from the place of their childhood.
This is the story of how the Danish and the English
language got their words: "Samfund" and "Fellowship."
Let me just remind you that before the Latin language
got influx into English it felt most normal for the plain new
Christians to talk of "the holy fellowship" in the third article
of our faith instead of using the foreign expression
"communion of the saints."
But out of this retelling an old story I like to say to the
bride and groom here: There is much in the life of the older
generation (and I belong to that) - there is much I hope you
will never carry with you into your new home and homelife.
Like you now say goodbye to the homes of your childhood I
hope that you, and every new married couple hereafter, wil1
say goodbye to many of the ideas , many of the customs and
many of the viewpoints of the older generation and dare to
journey together, far over the hills into a (spiritually
speaking) new highland tableau where you and your young
friends can form a new "same-found" - a new fellowship.
But this, I pray you, and particularly you, the bride,
carry with you into your new home place burning embers
from that fire, that for your father and mother, and
generations before you, was the holy fire from which we
kindled the fire on our hearthstone.
Regardless of the shortcoming of the older generation
that fire was a clean and holy fire lighted by the Holy Spirit.
Let that spirit hover over your home; let that holy fire, that
generations have been carrying along on their journeys, also
be carried into your home.
Let everything that is clean, lovingly and holy have a
place under your roof. The God of your fathers be with you!
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Book Reviews . ...
Julie McDonald Trilogy
Reviewed by OTTO G. HOIBERG
Amalie's Story, Sutherland Publishing, Montezuma, Iowa,
1970, pp.246,$13.50
Petra, Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1978, pp.
186
The Sailing Out, Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa,
1982, pp. 171
Dr. Julie McDonald has made a valuable contribution to
our literature concerning the Danish-American immigrant.
An important feature of this trilogy is that it portrays the
lives of three generations of one family: first in Denmark, the
land of origin; second in its transition/ assimilation phase;
and third, as the younger generation sets roots ("sails out")
in the New Land.
It is of special interest that the ultimate location of this
family in the United States was Harlan, Iowa, near the site of
the Danish Immigrant Museum which is now in the process
of development in Shelby County.
The story begins with Amalie who, as a two-year-old
child, was relinquished by her biological parents to be raised
by her uncle ("Far") and aunt ("Mor"). This foster home
afforded the child a perplexing contrast in philosophies of
life. "Far" was oriented toward the Grundtvigian "joy of
living" outlook while "Mor," especially at the outset, was
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strongly pietistic, even to the point of pouring cold water
into the family's soup to prevent their "worldly enjoyment"
of it. As she grew to young womanhood, Amalie attended
Sandinge Folk High School which she described as "one of
Grundtvig's 'schools for life' where there were no exams or
degrees and where anyone who wanted to learn was
welcome."
After marriage to Peter and a number of years in the
innkeeper business which culminated in the loss of everything through a disastrous fire, the only reasonable
alternative was emigration to America. Amalie had hitherto
been negatively inclined toward any such adventurous
move; but Peter was enthralled by the words of the poet
Christian Winther who described "America as a place where
it hailed candy and rained lemonade, where roasted squabs
flew straight into your mouth and where country estates
were given for the asking."
The "candy /lemonade" mirage faded as the struggle for
existence got underway in the New Land. Petra was born six
weeks after her father's death; and the story of her life, as
revealed in the second volume of the trilogy, tells of the
further hardships encountered in their farming operations
and the eventual loss of home and land in the Great Depression of the 1930s. The third volume centers upon Margaret,
the daughter of Petra and Lauritz, and gives fascinating
insights into the daily lives of ordinary people on the Prairie.
The interplay of three generations in this serial provides
many vivid illustrations of problems related to the assimilation process. In contrast to one of the boys who "never put
his feet in two boats" and considered himself "an American
now," we see Grandmother Amalie who feels that "I am no
longer one thing nor the other! I think I will always be
divided in my heart." Also, there was the Italian shoemaker
who had settled in the Danish community of Kimballton,
Iowa, and who learned enough Danish to carry on his trade,
only to discover that he had learned not English, but a
second foreign language.
McDonald's eye for the unique is noteworthy: "Little
Bo-Peep in the bottom of my cereal bowl was suffocating in
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oatmeal, and I ate the stuff to rescue her. She was grateful,
and so were her sheep" . . . "The first time I went to Sunday
School in town, I sang 'Jesus wants me for a Sun Bean' with
some puzzlement. A green bean? A baked bean? No, a sun
bean" ... "Aunt Kam had something good to say about
everybody, which made her blue and white kitchen a haven
for anyone who needed a kind word" . . . "The waters of the
Skagerak and the Kattegat rushing together, locking fiercely,
then falling back for the next foaming charge, could be
likened to white-maned horses in combat, but I saw somthing else in the colliding seas. There was a sadness in the
two bodies of water wanting to be one and never managing
to join in a peaceful swell. I looked at the Skagen through
female eyes and grieved obscurely."
These books are eminently worth reading.

Dr0mmen om Amerika Dream of America
Reviewed by MARION MARZOLF
by Erik Helmer Pedersen. Published by Politikens Forlag,
1985, in Politikens Danmarkshistorie series.
Dream of America is one of those rare books that
combines a comprehensive overview of the scholarly
research on a subject with a dramatic story, well told in
direct and lucid prose. Erik Helmer Pedersen of the
Economic History faculty of the University of Copenhagen
has accomplished this delicate balance with an exuberance
that makes reading the book a decided treat. A rich array of
photographs, clear maps and charts, gives the book a lively
and attractive appearance and nicely enhances the text.
The book is one in a new series of specialized histories
about Denmark, and it is intended for the general reader.
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The story begins with Denmark, the land to be left and the
conditions of leavetaking. It quickly moves to the America
found by the immigrants and develops the many strands of
their stories in the farmlands, towns and cities down to the
present day. All the famous Danish-American names are
included, as are the many accomplishments and contributions of Danes to their adopted land their contacts back to
Denmark over the years.
What keeps the book such engaging reading is Pedersen' s judicious use of the personal narratives of the ordinary
and the extraordinary immigrants to let the reader feel the
experiences as they were happening. This is an unusual
approach in a general history, and it works. Pedersen gives
the readers credit for evaluating the sources of these documents and for remembering that the individual story is just
that, individual, and possibly not typical. But from all these
individual stories a mosiac appears that does stand for the
whole immigrant experience. The statistics and trends and
movements are all the more interesting in relation to these
human stories.
The book is certain to satisfy the general reader who has
only passing knowledge of the immigrant experience as well
as the specialist who can appreciate the skill with which
Pedersen has written his text. It arrives at a time when
interest has increased in Denmark and in the United States in
the experience of the immigrants. Denmark has just
presented a national exhibit on the subject, one that is
expected to tour the U.S. in another year. And the Americans are developing plans for a Danish Immigrant Museum
in Elk Horn, Iowa, to memorialize the experience as already
has been done by the Swedes and Norwegians, for example.
It is to be hoped that a translation of the book will be
made available to the English reading market.
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The Selected Poems of
Jens August Schade
Reviewed by ANN MARIE RASMUSSEN
Translated by Alexander Taylor. Curbstone Press 1985.
(Curbstone Press, 321 Jackson St., Willimantic, CT 06226)
(ISBN: 0-915306-46-8, paper $7. 50)
Jens August Schade (1903-1978), poet, dramatist and
novelist, is best remembered for his verse, which ranks
among the finest in twentieth century Danish literature.
Thirty-six of his poems, a representative cross-section, have
now been masterfully and lovingly rendered into English by
Alexander Taylor, himself a poet and translator of contemporary Danish poetry by, among others, Klaus Rifbjerg,
Henrik Nordbrandt and Benny Andersen.
Schade, a true Bohemian, celebrates wine, women and
song in a voice most authentically Danish. Often enough his
wine is coffee, and his seascapes and meadows, his dew-fresh
dawns, rainy evenings and starry, windy nights reflect the
modest, tranquil beauties of Denmark's landscapes and
seasons. Most Danish of all is Schade' s light-hearted irony
and his gentle self-depreciation. It is surprising to think that
Schade' s eroticism once shocked his readers; today, one is
touched by the tenderness, wonder and delight that fill our
tipsy singer when he praises the mysteries of life and sex and
love.
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More About Den lange plovfure
by Enok Mortensen
Rudolf Jensen's Review of Den Zangeplovfure by Enok
Mortensen in The Bridge, Volume VII, Number 2, 1984,
prompted a critique by Erling Duus. Since Erling Duus
details his interpretation of the novel, we are publishing it as
another review. It is followed by a response from Rudolf
Jensen. Unfortunately, Den lange plovfure is written in
Danish, without a translation into English available. This
constitutes a handicap for many of our readers who, otherwise, might appreciate the contrasting viewpoints as to the
intent, or message, of the novel.
Review by ERLINGDUUS
Rudolph Jensen's intepretation of Den Lange Plovfure
reads more like a vendetta than a review. He seems to have
taken a strong dislike for the novel's protagonist, Grundtvigian pastor Peder Bro. Inasmuch as this character is clearly
used by Enok Mortensen to represent something of the
Grundtvigian cause and culture in America, it is difficult to
escape the conclusion that Jensen's review is in fact an attack
on that tradition.
Specifically, Rudolf Jensen asserts that Den Lange
Plovfure was intentionally written as a novel of alienation,
and that "The long furrow could just as appropriately been
called 'the narrow furrow'." It is my belief that these
assertions suggest a major misreading of the novel.
There is of course no question of the fact that the novel
explores the fact of alienation. Nor can we seriously doubt
that the narrowness which characterizes some of Peder Bro' s
ideas and commitments contributes to the problem of
alienation. But to say this is only to explore the outer surface
of the novel. At its heart, it is far more complex and rich
than a novel preoccupied with alienation could possibly be.
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How can a reader fail to notice that for all the faults of
the old pastor, painfully glimpsed in episode after episode,
Peder Bro is a character much beloved by the author, his
creator? Bro is a composite character, made up of a variety
of Grundtvigian pastors whom Enok has known and
admired. Beyond that, he faithfully carries the commitment
and the burden of Danskheden in America to which Enok
was also committed. The most serious form of alienation
which takes place in the novel is that which exists between
Bro and his two children. The failures of the parent are
obvious, but the children do not appear as innocent victims
of a tyrannical and stiff-necked father. Rather, they are seen
as two people driven towards conformity with the American
environment, who made bad and weak choices resulting in
shallow and rootless lives. Jensen wants to convict the
immigrant generation personified in Bro for its narrowness
and fanaticism. That is his privilege of course, but in Den
Lange Plovfure, it is the second generation which is
convicted for betrayal of their father and his work. I would
say that Helge and Ragnhild are viewed compassionately,
but unsparingly. A fundamental and outstanding fact of the
novel which is basic to its version is just how little grace of
gift they are allowed. Every word they speak in the novel
bespeaks the poverty of their souls. And this portrait does
not depict alienation so much as it does lostness and
damnation. This is a very tough-minded book which
contemplates some dark realities. And that is part of what
makes it great.
If there is any doubt about the author's affection for his
old pastor, how can it withstand the late introduction of
Arild Kolding and the old man's granddaughter, Lisa, into
the novel. These two young people are presented as being
wholly positive characters, and they are keys to the outcome
and verdict of Bro' s life. They are able to see his greatness
and to comprehend and affirm the spirit which lives in him.
Inasmuch as they are of a later, fully Americanized
generation, that affirmation is transcendent and final. It
participates in the perspective of the larger whole which was
unavailable to the immigrant pastor or his embattled
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children. Without a doubt, their perspective represents
Enok's own dearly won evaluation of this history. It is his
own clear and unmistakable voice which has Arild explaining Den Gamle to Lisa.
Ah, nar jeg bes0ger Den Gamle, og det har jeg tit
gj0rt, slar det mig, hvor meget af en ener han har
v«Eret. Vi efterkommere af den gamle sl«Egtbliver
opdraget til at v«Ere mere smidige, mere liberale og
tolerante, til at se pa al ting fra alle sider. Vi er
muligvis mere h0flige, vi har gj0rt kompromiset til
en dyd, men vi mangler ensidighedens styrke. Vist
var de gamle intolerante, passionerede nar det rigtig
gjaldt, de kunne sk«Endes, sa det slog gnister, men
de troede virkelig pa noget og satte livet ind pa det .. 1
Finally, at the end of the novel, Peder Bro is granted a
moment of pure grace and triumph in the generational unity
and love established between him and Lisa as they go out to
ring the church bell. He dies while she continues to ring the
bells. The symbolism is obvious. The bells are representatives of the long and faithful service of the old man, and the
fellowship of these two in this context can only represent
God's blessing upon this long furrow. How a novel with such
an ending can be judged to be about alienation is beyond me.
It seems to be that Den Lange Plovfure has to be read
beyond the parameters of social realism. The novel depicts
social and historical conflict compellingly and realistically.
Human stupidity, insensitivity, stubbornness, and most of
the rest of our common failings are present, and they have
the usual result. But there is a wider stage than society upon
which this drama is enacted. Den Lange Plovfure breathes
something of the atmosphere of the sagas and of the great
tragedies. Peder Bro is a character whom Shakespeare could
have imagined, and he reminds me of Lear. Have we come to
a point where the high strains of myth and tragedy go over
our heads? Especially as it pertains to our own lives and
history? The tragic dimensions of this novel should be
viewed as inherent to this story and its very greatness. Had
Enok imagined Bro as a man with softer and more rounded
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edges, he would have diminished the scope of the story he
had to tell.
I am reading the remarkable book Min Rejse i Amerika
by Holger Begtrup. It concerns the tour of Danish-America
which the great folk school leader made in 1925. He writes of
a meeting at Danebod where the old poet and Folk School
leader Kristian 0stergaard rises and bemoans the failure of
the Grundtvigian cause in America. He prophecies that the
young men (H0jbjerg, Aage M0ller, etc.) will fail just as his
generation did. A pall hangs upon the gathering, until the
then radical and energetic young pastor, Alfred Jensen, rises
and says that the matter is in God's hand.
hvorfaenge Danskheden skulde leve in Amerika. Men
vi, some elskede den, matte trostig arbejde for den efter
sangens ord:
Ka:!mp for alt, hvad du har ka:!rt,
D0 om sa det ga:!lder,
Da er livet ej sa SVa:!rt,
D0den ikke heller. 2
What Enok Mortensen has given us in Den Lange
Plovfure is a dramatic context for both understanding and
affirming our history. He asks that we look unflinchingly
therefore at ourselves, and confront all of the pain, loss, and
failure, the betrayals and the compromises, the inexorable
conflicts and insurmountable difficulties which characterize
our common story. This is no American success story, and
its darker realities, like Melville's Moby Dick, fly in the face
of all the optimistic myths of America. But still, Enok tells us
in his still living voice, this is an inspiring and great story
which can yield rich fruits if we will just face up to it. Can
our endemic optimism, a hybrid . of Christian pietism and
American expansionism, ever yield and allow the tragic
vision which would allow us to possess our great heritage?
The answer blows in the wind. Meanwhile, what will we do
with this great novel which Dorothy Burton Skardal calls
"the last of Danish-American literature."
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A Response to Erling Duus
by RUDOLFJENSEN
In this brief response I would like to make some basic
observations about literature and approaches to it. It is clear
that Erling Duus' approach to Den lange plovfure is both
subjective and personal. He also repeatedly states that he
knows what Enok Mortensen' s intentions were when he
wrote this novel.
Because Mr. Duus perceives the novel in this personal
context he necessarily interprets any analysis based on a
different approach in similarly personal and subjective
terms. The review I wrote for The Bridge is not "a vendetta,"
"an attack," a conviction," nor do I have a strong dislike
for the novel's protagonist." My review and interpretation of
Den lange plovfure is based on a close reading of the text and
a subsequent analysis of the themes - both major and
minor. This approach, one of many critical techniques for
the study of literature, downplays the emotional reaction in
order to emphasize the rational, intellectual dimension. The
purpose of these critical approaches is to improve our understanding of literary texts, as well as to facilitate the rational
exchange of ideas.
11
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Goals and Objectives of the
DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY:

To promote an interest in Danish American contributions
American life.

to

To encourage research in the life and culture of Danish Am~ricans.
To serve as an agency for the publication of studies of Danish
American contributions to American life.
To provide a means of communication and education
individuals interested in the activities of Danish Americans .
To encourage the
records pertaining
lending support to
Danish Immigrant
Museum.

for

evaluation, preservation and display of the
to the life and culture of Danish Americans,
the Danish Immigrant Archives, including the
Archival Listing, and the Danish Immigrant

To support the related activities of other Danish American
associations and organizations.
To encourage and assist with conferences, meetings and endeavors
to stimulate interest in Danish culture, heritage and language.

